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First Race in 16 Years
For City School Board
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For the first time in sixteen years voters in the
Fulton Independent School District face a contest in the Volume Thirty-One
selection of three members of the school board whose
terms of office expire in January. Encumbents Flynn
Powell, Gene Hatfield and Win Whitnel will have
Charles Pawlukiew1cz, Glenn Veneklasen and Wick
Smith as opponents, the County Court Clerk's office reported Tuesday. The five member board is also composed of Dr. Ward Bushart and Felix Gossurn, whose terms
do not expire with the end of this year.
The Grar.d Jury met this

Grand Jury
Returns 17
Indictments
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Medical Society
Postpones Plan
For Sabin Vaccine

• Slagle Copy, 10c
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Records Fail To Show
Fulton's Fee Agreement

Clerk Emily Dame says that she
recalls a discussion of the matter
among the present South Fulton
Council, but no official action was
notated on the records of that city.
A former Fulton City Councilman told the News Wednesday
that both communities are victims
City officials of Fulton and South Fulton are study- of hap-hazard record keeping
Said he: -The many informill
ing transcripts of official meetings of their respective cussions
and -agreements entered
municipalities to determine Fulton's liability to pay a into by former city officials Were
portion of the engineering fee paid by South Fulton to never recorded. If a court battle
most • of the testimony
Nichols Engineering Company in connection with a joint. ensues
would come from oral agre
,
ments
sewage disposal system.
made by former city officials
Meanwhile a report is being circulated that the City which would pit families against
and
friends
against
of South Fulton allegedly agreed to accept $5000 from families
friends. It must be settiel. like
Fulton as a compromise payment as part of the $16,800 gentlemen," he added. '
paid Nichols Engineering Firm of Union City.
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer has proposed a $2000.00 settlement and
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer reported
Commissioner Bill Rice has' proWednesday that he has received indicate that .any official _
action posed a $4000.00 settlement. Both
no such compromise offer and the was taken on the alleged
compro- proposals were turned down by
records of South Fulton do not mise,payment. South Fulton
City
(Continued on page four)

The Sabin Polio vaccine camweek
in Fulton City Hall and returned paign in Fulton and Fulton Counby which the integration pro- seventeen indictments Wednesday ty has been postponed until the
gram was effected.
morning.
U. S. Public Health Service deThose who were indicted and termines that all vaccines are
The Fulton City School District
safe.
ranked 11th in the state in per their charges are as follows:
James David Boulton—shooting
centage of students graduating
Though the health service has
from high school. Of the 57 ninth with intent to kill; Herbert Brans- questioned the safety of only one
grade students in 1957, 47 gradu- ford—confederating and banding of the three types of oral antiated in 1961 for a percentage of together for the purpose of in- polio vaccine, the Fulton Cotinty
timidation; Percy Brown—flour- Medical Seciety has decided
82.5.
to
That same district ranked 6th ishing a deadly weapon; Frank wait until it has been certified
in the state in the number of stu- Browning—shooting with the in- safe before giving any of the three
dents attending college for at tent to kill.
on a mass basis.
Harold Clillison—child deserleast one year. Of the 47 who
This is contrary to the advice
graduated in 1961, 32 went on to a tion; Jerry Mac Cheatham and of state health authorities who
college or university to make a Willie A. Gilliland—breach of have recommended that commupeace; Charles Kilpatrick—dis- nities go ahead with plans for
percentage of 68.1.
posing of mortgaged property; mass immunization with Types I
The six candidates are all prom- Billy Latham—child
desertion; and IT. These types have been
inent businessmen of the com- Clyde Littlemyer—cold check.
declared safe by the U. S. Public
munity. Powell is associate owner
Leonard Miller, Jr.—obtaining Health Service. Only Type III is
of Evans DrtigSo„;,•Hatfield, re- property under false pretenses;
HOME FROM MEMPHIS!
D. being questioned.
cently returned from a tour of B. Milligan—cold check; D.
B.
`We don't agree that we should
Jimmy Gurley, son of Mr. and duty with the Army Reserves, is a Milligan—for
gery; Charles Morris go ahead and give Type I and
Mrs. 0. K. Gurley, was brought professional engineer; Whitnel is —two
counts of forgery; Raymond II," said Dr. Bob Peterson, chairhome from the Baptist Hospital owner of Whitnel Funeral Home; McCoy—forge
Pryor__ man of the committee which planry; John
in Memphis last week. He has Pawlukiewicz and Veneklasen are attempted
to
rape; Wallace ned to carry out the Sabin cambeen a patient there since he was executives with Ferry-Morse Seed Shankle—Grand Larceny.
paign.
Company and Smith is associate
Fulton County's school system wilLget a whopping
seriously burned in an accident on I
The medical society's decision
owner of the Wick Smith InsurWELCOME
$456,864.00- from the State Department of Education
HOME!
came following the federal health
Lake Street on May 18.
ance Agency.
Mrs. Frank Beadles arrived in agency's announcement Saturday
under the Minimum Foundation program, figures reFulton early Wednesday after a that it was recommending a temleased last Friday revealed. The figure is based on the
visit in Los Angeles with her porary halt in the use of Type
Golfing Is Here To Stay!
sisters Mrs. Lynn Askew, Mrs. III vaccine for adults.
average daily attendance record in the schools, and repLillian Blass and other relatives.
Plans for the mass immunizaresents
an increase of $2200 over the per tacher unit of
She reports the good news that tion campaign in Fulton and
The official campaign opening three years ago. The allocation is based
Mrs. Blagg is getting along fine Fulton County were well advancon S5500 per
and will not need surgery as at ed when the question was raised for senatorial candidate Wilson W. teacher unit of 27 pupils each. Prior to
the
implementaWyatt
and
the
other
Democratic
first anticipated.
about the safety of Type III • congressional
candidates will be tion of the Minimum Foundation program before the
held Fridaaa Sept. 21, in Louisville Combs-Wyatt Administration in
Frankfort the per
with a free fish fry.
teacher unit allotment was about S3300.00.
Democrats from
throughout
Kentucky are expected to gather
The Fulton Independent School
at Miles Park Grandstand for the district will receive Sl11.606 on
high increa, in fund
kirk-off rally.
tirk:/
and the Fulton
Mimi
C' etc Set' 'I
Fou n d,rion
Lieutenant Governor Wyatt will system will ri././.•i\/.
r,
!:
Ten voting precincts in Fulton clude:
be the principal speaker. All six While the Fulton. (otudy id'oca- about bv Kordock" '; •
County have been consolidated in
Precinct No. 11 (Rogers Store) Kentucky Democratic Congress- tion ShOWg
..!.. s •,;‘,
i;
dl,•rt:1,-1..
order-to put into use.the sixteen and Precinet No
10 (Court men will be present as well
S301)0.011,
'01; N.
Slit rintend.
new voting machines which the House) combined tu Precinct 22 at well
as other. prominent Demo•
k:.
rs said . tha! tho f'
county purchased recently.
the Court House in Hickman.
crats.
th '!.
clily !cid:dive- a;:;, ; !•;;:
The machines will be in use for
Stokes Chevrolet Company at
A fish dinner will be served at hi'i:Icrezisc•ii to I,Ht
,verf
fi;
fisad,
the first time in the General elec- Hickman will be Precinct No. 26 5 p. m. (E.
S. T.) prior to the who!' the final
fl`•
tion on November 6.
and is the comblzoltion of Pre- 7:30 p. m. speaking. Shelby Kin- rnado. Fulton
.':
' f fur,
shmv,..d an inThe precincts now.number 16 cincts from Craddook's Store and kead, Democratic
That's for sure. The ladies at the Fulton Country Club have
Thestate campaign crease of $190.00, lit it too
elect- and all of the precinct numbers
Mengal
Lane.
chairman,
said
the opening would onle• a to' tative
'nued on
ed officers for next year and here Mrs. Gil) Hale of Hickman,
newly have been changed to even nurnPrecinct No. 3fl... will include be an "old-fashioned 'whoop and
elected golf chairman, gives a big smile ao winners of this
-Sassafrass Ridge ail& Bandurant holler' rally." He urged all Demoyear's com- berg ranging from 2 to 32.
Fulton voters of No. I (City and will be aLSassafrass Ridge.
petition. Mrs. George Winters, (left) was runner-up in the
crats "to bring along a few old
championHall) and No. 3-A (Fulton HosJudge Bondurant's statement cow bells."
ship flight and Mrs. Tom Mahan, (right) was winner in
the first pital) will now vote at Precinct and the complete
list of the counfliht. Mrs. Hale is in the center. Mrs. Jasper Vowel!, championship No. 2 which will be at the City
MEETING TONIGHT!
ty precincts follows:
Hall. Wolberton and Riceville,
flight winner and Mrs. Dan Taylor, runner-up in the first flight
FULTON
COUNTY
The Fulton County Demoei
COURT
were formerly
No. 4 and No. 3, have In re: The Matter uf Consolida- Woman's Club will meet
not present when the pictures were made.
Miss Sandra Jane Cash. Fulton truck, the FIIS
tonight
;
::nn
been combined and will be at tion of Election Precincts
(Thursday) at the Park Terrace High sophomore, will receive her the queen and her attendants. the
Myers Clinic on the Hickman
at
7:30
for
p coffee-dessert. The Homeccw ing Queen crown in cheerleaders, and Several other
WHEREAS, Fulton County FisHighway. This will be Precinct
al Court has purchased and de- Hickman County Club has also ceremoni s immediately preceding participants.
No. 8.
been invited. All members are the Homecoming game Friday
The other consolidations in(Continued on page seven)
Those who will be in the parade
urged to be present.
night at 7:30 p. m. Tammy Powell.
acting caplain of the team, will are asked to meet at the Siegel
Plant at 6:15 p. m. so that the
do the honors.
Preceding the ceremony. Mae cheerleaders can have the cars
will be a parade to the football decorated by parade time at 6:45
field. The parade, will form at the p.m.
Itentucky Sit '.;el plant and travel
Little Miss Susanne Bowers will
down Lake Street, up Carr Street be the crown bearer at the cereto Second Street, and on up Sec- monies. The Queen's attendants
ond to Memorial Stadium. •
are Miss Darlene Roberts, senior,
Included in the parade will be Miss Cathy Campbell. junior, and
Fulton and Hickman countians ette, Fulton, blue ribbon; Cow 4
In the Opari Show local owners the Fulton police car and fire Miss Carol Ann Pigue.. freshman.
took several top awards in the Years Old—Don Burnette, blue won the following
classes:
Kentucky State Fair livestock di- ribbon.
Jerseys ,
visions last week. Included were
entries in the 4-H, FFA, Ken-, Guernseys
Bull,'3 Years Old and Over—
Junior Heifer Calf—Donna Bo- George Ely Burnette, Fulton, first
tucky, and Open divisions.
lin,
Clinton,
blue
ribbon; Senior place; Junior Heifer Calf—Bill
In the 4-H shows, winners from
Heifer Calf—Pattie Hixson, Ful- Burnette. Fulton, blue ribbon;
this area were as follows:
ton,
blue
ribbon.
Senior Heifer Calf—Bill Burnette,
Jerseys
See you on the nineteenth hole next year Mrs. George Carpenter
On a date soon to be-announced. valuable as.sct to the people of
FFA dairy cattle winners were blue ribbon; Senior Yearling
Junior Heifer calf—Bill Burnthe Clothing Bank here in Fulton this area, providing clothes for
Heifer—C,
of Faris tells Mrs. James Green (lefta and Mrs. Cecil Wade (right)
N.
:SMOT/Oj
Burnette
Se
and
Sons.
ette,
Fulton, blue ribbon; Senior
of
Fulton, blue riblion; Cow 2 Years will hold a drive in the schools in many children who would not
Fulton. Mrs. Green is Fulton's new ladies day treasurer and Mrs. Heifer Calf—Bill Burdette, blue Guernsey
Old—W. P. Burnette, FUlton, blue Fulton and Hickman Counties to otherwise be able to attend school.
ribbon;
Junior Yearling Heifer—
Wade is the assistant ladies day chairman. Mrs. Hendon Wright was
Senior Heifer Calf—Joe Wayne ribbon; Cow 4 Veara
. No clothing is issued without a
. Old—Don replentish its dwindling stock.
Tommy Powell, Fulton, championThe heads of the organization. letter of authorization frqm a
elected ladies day chairman but was not present when the Picture ship ribbon; Cow 2 Years Old— Bolin, Clinton, blue ribbon; Jun- Burnette, Filiton, blue ribbon;
ior Yearling Calf—Joe Wayne Bo- Best Three 'females, Any Age-- C. H. McDaniel.and Glenn Walk- sch^,,I Principal or a minister.
Ruth Ann Burnettc Fulton, blue lin, blue
was taken. Mrs. Carpenter is chairman of the eight-club inter
ribbon; Senior Yearling C. N. Burnette and Sons, Fulton, er. are today announcing the This ruling is for the purpose of
-chat
1
ribbon.
golf association.
Calf—Joe Lynn Duke,Fulton, blue blue ribbon.
drfve in the hope that the local preventing unauthorized persons
Cow 3 Years Old—Don Burn- ribbon.
(Continued on page seven)
people will answer the call for from receiving the clothing.
clothes,
especially
children's
Schools in Fulton. Hickman,
Jo's Notebook Written By Touch System - - clothes, as they have done in the Cayce, Clinton. and the rural area
past.
which surrounds them, are all
The bank is located here for participating in the clothing drive,.
the purpose of distributing cloth- When the drive is begun, the
ing to needy families in the twin- clothing should 'be brought to
cities area. It has served as a
(Continued on page lour).
There comes a trifle in every- nel they had all disappeared. Flop having the children
buy pablum put them on and I know he thinks
I
reached
up
to
get
a
slug
and
body's life when they wish they must have sensed that it was the secretly so that my diet will be I have developed epilepsy.
I look- looked through the bi-focal dewere dead and this week is "my day for me to get my new bi- soft and bland. If I have to take ed at him sideuays, with my partment and when I put
it in
week." The secret is out now! All focals and she just couldn't stand more time each night taking care head tilted back, and my chin on the form and looked at it
through
of that bridge, I never would get my chest and still I saw him cut the top-part of
of you have heard me complain to see her old mid-wife sobbing.
the spectacles I
bitterly about all the dogs at our
My anathema towards bi-focals to bed. The massage for the cir- in half, bending down and laying found that it was a piece of colcles under my eyes, the special on the floor. To tell the truth, I'm umn rule.
house, but really it has been a is not to cast
Here at this typeaspersions on the
wrinkle cream, the lotion to re- not so sure it win; Bob Hyland. writer I just
defense mechanism to keep from optical profession.
discovered that toIt stemmed
move the drying skin, the bobby- I'll have to ask him if he was in day for the first
having you know the truth. I from a deep-rooted
time there are
emotion that
pin hassle and the push-ups for the office Tuesday.
aided and abetted that population the double-vision
352 keys on the key-board. When
spectacles means
other sagging parts of the body
explosion out there for one rea- I was getting
to the point where
I think I succumbed to the bi- I want to read what I have altakes hours now. Think of what it
son. I have been trying to have all sorts of
ready written I close one eye, turn
artificial methods are
our dog "Flop" produce a dog needed to keep an old hag "mov- would do to my personality to focals when I started putting the my head around like a chicken
look after the bridge. First place type in the forms and I had to and look down
smart enough to be a seeing eye ing ahead." I have
at the paper from
the same anticould never find it, because I ask Willis and T. C. to read the 'about three Inches.
dog for me, BECAUSE IN SPITE pathy towards a
dentist who genThen I call
OF PROFESSIONAL ADVICE I tly says: "Jo you MUST get that have trouble keeping my tooth guide-line to me. It's bad enough Karen and ask her to read
it to
that we have to read the type upbrush in the right place.
WAS NOT GOING TO GET BI- bridge in the lower jaw." He
me.
goes
side down and backwards. But
FOCAL GLASSES.
on to say that "at your- age it is
But back to the bi-focals. For when it got to the point that I was
Louis Weaks advised me to be
But Flop /ailed. As a matter of doubly important that your food the short time I have had them trying to distinguish
it with the careful when I walk with the: the
is
digested
in
small
bits to avoid my neck and back are as sore as Braille
real truth, Nell Gibson will tell
system
decided
I
that was new glasses on: He said you feel
you that she came out to the indigestion, recurrent ulcers and a boil. 'Tis said you don't move the living end.
On Tuesday when like you're walking into a hole
house Tuesday to get one of our mineral deposits in your system." your eyes to get the proper focus, I made up the
pages with my new and to be careful how you step.
dogs, and for the first time since
Before I get that bridge in my you move your head. Bob Hyland glasses I waited until
everybody Why if I walked with these glasswe've had the Heinz-Variety Ken- mouth I'm going to go around came in the office shortly after I went to
(Continued on page lour)
lunch.
Me and My Big, Dim Eyes
All six candidates have formally
filed their petitions to see the office. Deadline for filing is September 21.
The last time a school board contest developed was in 1946 when
R. H. (Bob) White and Joe Hall
ran for one of the offices. Mr.
Hall was the winner.
Fulton City's school system
recently hailed by the State Department of Education as above
the average in the scholastic attainments of its graduates, is integrated in the four high school
grades. Superintendent W. L. Hol• land, his faculty and the school
board was commended highly for
.the orderly and efficient manner

State Funds To County's School Systems
Two-Thirds More With Sales Tax Monies
Wyatt To Open
Campaign With
Free Fish Fry

Ten County Precincts Consolidated To
Make Use Of Voting Machines Here

h,

Friday Night Is Homecoming At FHS;
Parade And Crowning Precede Game

Willow Wilde Farms And Burnettes Lead
Fulton County Exhibitors At State Fair

Clothes Bank Soon To Conduct Drive;
Local Persons Are Asked To Donate

As!SeeIt...Through the Glass Bi-focally. .And With Braille Too!

Wilson Wyatt's Integrity Needs No Defense;
A.D. A. Charge Is Grave I nsult To Kentuckians
of other great Americans know Mr.
There are many reasons why
Wilson W. Wyatt should be elected
Wyatt, for what thousands of Kenthe United States Senator from Kentuckians know him; a loyal, capable,
lucky in November. Time and space
outstanding man of impeccable indo not permit us to enumerate his
tegrity and that's that.
many outstanding qualifications for
As lieutenant-governor Mr. Wythe extremely responsible and honoratt has shaken more hands, made
able position. His performance as a
more speeches, visited more _areas of
public servant is qn the record for all
Kentucky than any public official we
to see and admire. It is a record that • have known in recent years. The respans a lifetime of service to his comsponse to his program of progress and
munity, his State and his Nation.
development for Kentucky has been
But for'all his prestigious record,
almost unanimous. He is an indefatigwe think he ought to be elected Senable worker, as his close associates
ator to obliterate for all time the asNVIII readily testify. Both he and Mrs.
sassination of his character because of
Wyatt devote tremendous effort to
his one-time, short-lived association
the smallest detail that would interwith the Americans for Democratic
est and help their friends. A man of
action. Actually the organization was
lesser character would overlook them.
formed to FIGHT Communism not to
Again we are surprised that the
spread it. And Wilson Wyatt was its -Republicans have latched on to such
first president. The group's early moa flimsy campaign issue. But if they
tives have been so distorted by poliare spending so much time on investiticians that the real purpose of the
gating Mr.-Wyatt's issuance of Kenmovement lras been lost in the hassle
tucky. Colonels commissions, they
to get votes any old way.
_might even make a big issue of Mr.
Each time Mr. Wyatt submits his
Wyatt:s use of green ink to sign his
candidacy for public office his opponname. The color he should use is
ents resurrect the A. D. A. charge in
blue, because thete's blue in the
a manner to picture Mr. Wyatt as a
American flag, and every red-blooded
hooded, cloak and dagger spy who
American ought to" know that green is
,Peks public office so he can use the
the color associated with Ireland, so
iliflirnce of that office to tear down
that makes Mr. Wyatt more loyal to
t he Washington monument and erect
Ireland than America.
4,ny tf, Lenin. Marx and Stalin.
The A. D. A. bit reminds us of
Luckily, hundreds of thousands
what a tailor in Northern Kentucky
i)tirckians have gone to the polls
told us when we were campaigning
timrs and reiterated their conin those parts three years ago. When
in Mr. Wyatt by giving him
we asked about the A. D. A. charge
wozikinl majorities in his bids
said he:
i•
ir` office. Unless we are badly
"Ada, Ida, Sophie. who cares
11! do it again in November:
what girl Mr.-Wyatt used to go with.
1),a zrturcc of the greatest
All I know is he's got a good wife,
• ‘.'ionfr this natinlly respected
thr.— fine children and he's a smart
'1. • .1;inn to defend himself against
man and I'm gonna vote for him."
•
that is without foundation or
That's just about what the avera , citizen thinks or cares about the
Doring the gubernatorial camAmericans for Democratic . Action.
, gh of 1959 our chagrin knew no
The people who read more and study
Houn,ds. when as a State campaign
more know that Mr. Wyatt had no
\vorker, it became necessary for us to
connection with whatever happened
combat the scurrilous literature disto the organization after he left it.
tributed in some areas impugning Mr.
So that leaves Mr. Wyatt's opWyatt's loyalty to • his cbuntry. The
oon,
nts who might continue to make
late President Roosevelt sent Mr.Wysomething of A. D. A. They weren't
att on extremely sensitive and configoing to vote-for him anyway. So let
dential missions to foreign countries 'em have fun and let's send Mr. Wyatt
during World- War II. President
to the Senate with the same kind of
Roosevelt, President Truman, United
majority he's accustomed to getting
States Ambassador Adlai Stevenson,
in state-wide races . . . and that's
President John Kennedy and a host
B-I-I-I-I-G-G.

You Might Call Yourself A Careful Driver,
- But Do You Have Seal Belts For Protection?
We cannot look at the traffic
safety picture, with its trail of blood
on almost every highway every year,
without being concerned with exploring every possible method of accident
prevention. While seat belts will not
prevent most types of accidents, they
do reduce deaths and injuries significantly.
_ •
411945tat.Q., Safety Commissioner Glenn
overn points out that over the years
Tadded,rashes have become more
eammonplace, door locks mate durable, and steering wheels easier to
break in a crash. But scat belts are
still optional and the extra cost is a
deterrant factor.
Belts are required for air travel
though statistics show air travel
to be four times safer than motor vehicle travel. Seat belts are the reason
stunt drivers are able to roll over or
crash a car at 75 miles per hour and
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I' PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
even

Editors and Publishers
Voted "Peen All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Si,, /crone pace in 1959 and Honorable Mention IS
1951
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which Wall founded in 18ti
eddrPes all mall (subscriptions. thence of address.
Forma 3579 to Post OUP., Box 495 Patton, Kentocks
Published Every Tbrirridar of The Year
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postare paid at Fulton. Ken
tacky and at additional mailing offices.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
lilekrnsn, Graves Counties, Ky., and Ohion ano
weakley Counties Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4 00 per vest
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walk away from the wreckage. True,
some wrecks are so severe that it is
practically impossible to survive the
impact, but your chances of survival
are far better if you stay where you
belong—behind the wheel.
Many police cars now come from
the factory with belts installed and
many big companies have installed
belts for their employees. But you
don'tThave to be a policeman or a
traveling salesman to need belts. A
recent survey proved that 75 percent,
of all traffic deaths occur within 25
miles of home.
Varjous organizations promote the
use of belts. The State Department of
Public Safety has had a seat belt
demonstrator built, and it is drawing
attention everywhere it is shown.
Some of the reasons we hear for
not using seat belts are without foundation, as statistics prove. First, that
one could drown if belted into a car
when it went into a river or lake. Actually, only 3-10 of 1 percent of traffic
deaths involve submersion, and the
odds are against the belt being a hindrance.
Another major fear seems to be
of burning up in a car. Cornell University studied 10,000 accidents and
found that only 2-10 of 1 percent involved fire.
Seat belts can even save lives in
instances of fire or water since they
can keep drivers and occupants from
being knocked unconscious and thus
enable them to get out of the vehicle.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

TI
by McF•atters

BIWTI-WAY IN SEPTEMBER
YOU MAY NEED TO RE NEW IN '62

#ApPYBIRT/IpAY
r 4ci 5
'
0

Kentucky Drivers' Licenses are
valid, for two years. They expire
auring

your: birth month -

KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF

PUBLIC

SAFETY

"I see, Mervin—you'd like to be lifeguard in des
stenographic pool!"
Mat '

•

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS

FRCM THE- FILES:

Turning Back The Cloc,!:September 1942
Fulton men inducted into the
service during._ the summer included the following:
Fred Rankin Perce, Richard P.
Browder, Robert Hayes Pewitt,
William Hershall Batts, Wesley
Jackson, John Shannon Murphey,
Hubert J. Tucker, Willis Milton
tAtemery, Boyce Allen Heithcock,
William Gordon Campbell. Wayne
Beatty Ford, Leon. Fi.lds, Frank
Haman, Wilburn Andrew Jones,
Charles Gardner White, Clarence
Jackson. Samuel William Walters,
Earl Lee Taylor, Charles William
Conner, Hobert Thomas Asbell,
William Floyd E!i ion, Morris
Rayford
hi ens Hayford
Gardner. William Edgar Kyle.
Raymond Conway Peeples. Robert
Milner Byrd, Fred Adkins. Harry
Adkins, Harry Glynn Tully, Sam
Trevathan, Henry Lynn Tully,
Clyde P. Williams, Jr.. and Wilson Outland.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gregory
were host and hostess to a delightful affair ,at their home on
complimenting
Walnut
Street
Tobe Perce who recently left for
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana
to be inducted into the U. S.
Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Browder were
host and hostess to an outdoor
chicken supper honoring Clyde
Williams, Jr., who was recently
Inducted into the Army.
A dinner was held recently in
honor of J. C. McClure, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McClure.
Route 2, who is home on leave
from the U. S. Navy station in
New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett were
recently hosts to a group of
friends at a supper in honor of
their son, Paul M. Bennett, who
has left for the U. S. Army.

I will be at the Fulton City Hall
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 21
9: am to 4: pm
to collect your 1962 taxes.
2e"
( Discount if paid before November 1st.
Please bring -your statement with you.

JOE CAMPBELL
FULTON COUNTY SHERIFF

100 Years Ago This Week
1

An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN

(Kentucky Civil War Commission)
One hundred years ago this
week the town of Munfordville,
which was important because it
was where the Louisville & Nashville railroad crossed Green River,
was surrendered by the commander of a Federal garrison
which had been defending it for
three days against advance units
of Gen. Braxton Bragg's invading
Confederate army. It was when
the main body of Bragg's command arrived after a two-day
march from Glasgow that the
Union Army commander saw he
was overwhelmingly outnumbered
and gave up.
The Ctinfederates took 4076 prisoners at Munfordville, captured
ten pieces of artillery and 5000
stands of small arms. They were
now astride the Is & N. tracks to
Louisville and, having destroyed
the railroad bridge over Green
River, were in art excellent position to beat Union Major Gen.
Don Carlos Buell's army into Louisville.
Or the Confederate general—
Braxton Bragg tad been a full
general since April 12—sad an
option of fighting Buell there. His
cavalry commander,"Fightin'Joe"
Wheeler, wrote after the war:
"The entire army was in the best
of spirits. I met and talked with
Generals Hardee, Polk, Cheatham
and Buckner: all were enthusiastic
over our success, and our good
luck in getting Buell where he
would be compelled to fight us to
such a disadvantage." However,
three days after the surrender of
Munfordville. Buell was reinforced by the arrival of Major Gen.
George H. Thomas with his division and "Bragg did not deem it
advisable to risk a battle with the
force then under his command,
believing that another opportuni-

BAD BUSINESS '
TUCSON, Ariz. A Tucson used
car dealer finally had to give up
on this sale,
The check he accepted for part
payment of a car bounced.
The auto he accepted on a trade
in was stolen.
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ty would offer after being joined
by Kirby Smith."
Bran marched away from MunfordvilTe, but instead of going to
Louisville he withdrew to Bardstown. He directed Wheeler with
his cavalry to stay at Munfordville and contest Buell's crossing
the river there, where. it was
fordable at several places. Wheeler with a small brigade stalled off
Buell for two days, but on September 22 the Union Army was
again in possession of Munfordville and Buell, with a clear road
to Louisville; marched swiftly in
that direction.
All this time another Confederate army under Major Gen.
Kirby Smith, which by a victory
in the Battle of Richmond August
30 had cleared Central Kentucky
of Federal forces, was in the Bluegrass section, Smith having his
headquarters at Lexington. As Joe
Wheeler wrote: "If Kirby Smith's
Command had been ordered from
Lexington to Munfordville even as
late as the 12th, a battle with
Buell could not have been other
than a decided Confederate victory."
Union Brig. Gen. George Washing Morgan, who had been in
possession of Cumberland Gap
since June 18, had been bypassed
by Kirby Smith when the latter
invaded Kentucky from Tennessee. Now Morgan was in danger of
being starved out, so he began a
slow, dangerous retreat through
the mountains toward the Ohio
River.
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From all' indications, saboteurs
Old records are wanted for the
"evidently planned a wreck of the local USO center. These old retraffic on the Illinois Central rail- cords .will be exchanged for new
road between Fulton and Mem- ones which will provide enterphis. The Panama Limited nar- tainment for those in military serrowly escaped a wreck one and .vice uho stop in Fulton.
one half miles north of Curve,
Tennessee. Upon examination, it
Twenty-four Fulton girls atwas found that the spikes had tended the USO dance at Camp
been removed from several rails, Tyson, near Paris, Tennessee,
along with angle bars. It is be- Saturday of last week. They were
lived that the saboteurs were try- chaperoned by Mrs. Al Gentleing to wreck trains carrying war man, Mrs. Leon Browder, Mrs. C.
material.
P. William&
1
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Call anytime. Middle

of the

night or middle of the day, it makes no
difference. Call anytime.
Our people and equipment are always on
the job to see that you get the most In
convenience and pleasure from your phone.
And at the least possible cost, always.

111
KEGU
FRID,1
10 pm
SATU
ginner
SUND
MON
TUESI
WED'
7 to t
THUR
follow
AFTEI
25c as

Southern Bell

The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)
If you tried to find some of your friends and neighbors at home this week and failed we can give you a
clue as to their whereabouts. A lot of them were off to
the four corners of these United States accompanying
their favorite college student to their "home" for the
next nine months. We haven't reached that stage in
life where we plan wardrobes for almost a year, although we're near, but our heart goes out to those parents who must tackle this almost unsurmountable obstacle. Each morning at our house there's a deadly repetition of a phrase for which we can almost serve as
prompter: "What must I wear this morning."

dent, and Mr. Joe Barnett, secretary-treasurer, assumed their
new duties with this first meeting.
During the business session,
committee reports were made. Approval and adoption was voted for
the Code of Ethics prepared by
the Ethics Committee and presented by Mrs. Gertrude Veatch,
chairman.
One hundred percent membership was voted for the four
professional
associations, local,
West Kentucky, Kentucky, and
National. Members are from the
7 schools in Fulton County, as
follows :Madrid Bend, Western
Elementary, Phillips Elementary,
Hickman Elementary, Cayce Elementary, Riverview High School,
and Fulton County High Schools.
The total membership is 76.
Joe Ross, principal of Hickman
Elementary, was chosen as delegate to K. E. A. next April. Alternate is Mrs. Luten.

Farris-Harwood
Engagement Is
Announced Here

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News wishes to send birthday greetings to the following
persons this week:
September 20: Jane Lowe, Jackie Rogers, W. E. Bell, Tommy
Strange, Clyde Williams, Jr., Mrs.
Jesse Fields; September 21: Tan
Bowen, Deborah Laird, Ken Bowlin, Margaret Hall, Billy Joe King,
Ann Strayhorn; September 22: R.
A. Fowlkes, Mrs. E. M. Taylor;
September 23: R. W. Bowles.
September 24: Forrest French,
Mrs. ..T. H. Hoberson, Mrs. W. E.
Baucom, Eliza M. White, Howard
Powell, 11,
W. Connaughton,
Edye Dowdy; September 25: William David Long, Mrs. Eva Cruce,
Hazel Grissom, Brenda Woods,
Luella Wiggins, Lon Browder;
September 26: Mrs, J. A. Hickman, Billy Ayers. Frank Wiggins.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Farris of
South Fulton, Tennessee, announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Maytie Catherine, to Norman
Dean Harwood, son of Dean Harwood and the late Mrs. Helen Harwood of Fulton.
Wedding vows will be exchanged November the eleventh at the
Smith street Church of Christ
with the Rev. Olga Hicks of Henderson, Tennessee officiating.
No invitations will be sent.
Friends and relatives are invited.

IN MISSOURI HOSPITAL
Mrs. H. D. Stanfield is a patient at McCleary's Clinic at Exthe Terry-Norman PTA met last celsior Springs, Missouri. Her
week at the home of Mrs. Alvin room number is 318.
•
Burrow on Cleveland Avenue. A
Space Theme was chosen for the
SURGERY PATIENT
membership drive with the slogan
Bennett Wheeler is a patient in
to be 'Don't Keep Your Hands In the Baptist Hospital in Memphis
Your Pocket . . . Climb Aboard following surgery last week. His
the PTA Rocket."
room number is 813.
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Junior Department
To Be Hostess
For General Meet

West Fulton PTA
To Hold First
Meeting Thursday

The Junior Department of theThe West Fulton PTA will hold
Fulton Woman's Club will be their first meeting today (Thurshostess to the first general meet- day) at 3 p. m. in the Carr Eleing of the club on October 5.
mentary school cafeteria.
Rev. Walter Mischke, Sr., of
Mrs. Lonnie Roper, .September
Murray, has been invited to be program chairman, will present
the guest speaker. He will present Supt. W. L. Holland who .'.ill
a talk on Communism.
speak on Our School and the
PTA".
Members please note the
meeting time of 2:30 p. m. The
Mrs. Bill Fenwick and hd
Board of Directors will meet at membership coninuttee will be oi
1:30 immediately preceding the hand to register and welcome net
regular meeting.
Members.

The Nell Hardy WMU of the
Obviously the children go to
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
bed with the thought on their old friends of the hostesses.
Thursday night, September 13,
minds, because as we say: "It's
A colorful arrangement of roses, for their regular meeting. Hosseven o'clock," they rarely ever snapdragons and ageratum in a tesses for the program were Mrs.
say, "good morning, or what's cut glass bowl centered the lunch- Lloyd Henderson and Mrs. Cloyce
to eat." It's always the same: eon table.
Johnston.
.
'Whaddamy gonna wear today?"
An installation service Sunday
Imagine having to answer that
Following the luncheon, Mrs. night, September 23, will be held
question for a college student as Hendon Wright invited those pre- by Mrs. Harry Allison, president.
he or she packs for nine long sent to come to her home for a
Mrs. Cloyce Johnston presided
months away, with four seasons to demi-tasse dessert. Lovely gift over a brief business session.
take care of. There must be a bouquets filled the house and the
The meeting was dismissed
special place in another world for _dessert was served from a beautiparents who solve that problem fully appointed table, overlaid with prayer by Mrs. Dolin Myatt.
Refreshments of cookies and
the easy way.
with a linen cloth and centered
drinks were served to eleven
with an arrangement of flowers.
members and two visitors.
One time we heard a good story
Highlight of the afternon was a
about a golfer. It tended to show "spelling bee" with Mrs. Ernest
We all want to wish little
the almost fanatical emotion these Pittman winning the prize as
enthusiasts have for the game. "spelling champion". Mrs. Wright Margaret Elizabeth Powell a wonSEPT. 21.26
derful welcome to Fulton. "Beth",
The story goes that two men were presented the honoree, Mrs. RidgeELEVEN EXCITING PERFORMANCES
as she will be called, is the newly
going down the fairway near the way, with a lovely gift.
WORLD'S
CHAMPIONSHIP
adopted two-week old daughter of
road. As they walked long the
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell of Edway a funeral procession was
Fulton City Chapter No. 41, dings Street.
stomng TVs SHARPSHOOTING “RIFLEMAN"
slowly wending is way toward OES, met in stated session Sepglt
The Powells brought Beth home
the cemetery. As it approached, tember 11 at the Masonic Temple
CHUCK CONNORS 2
et
one of the golfers took off his hat, and officers for the coming year last Thursday from Barclay AirANITA BRYANT •
4418
field in Paducah and she was met
put it over his heart, and stood were elected.
THURSDAY SEPT 27 Only
by a large crowd of friends and
silently while the procession movMrs. Frank LeMaster was chos- neighbors, including
81 2 and 8 PM.
"'PORI LLCA E
her four very
ed along. When it had passed the en
AUT switis, N S
Worthy Matron and Phil Park- excited brothers, Tommy,
MAN IN
10, JimWORLD EASE )LES
other golfer remarked to his er
was named Worthy Patron. my, 9, Walter,
SPACE
6 and Johnny, 2.
%WS TOP CPUS •nd VAL/`( 'IEEE ACTT,
friend: "I'm sorry, but I didn't Others
were: Mrs. Floyd Dedmon,
EXHIBIT
The PowelIs put in their appliknow you were so reverent when Associate
Matron; Floyd Dedmon, cation for a baby girl last NoPROSY. SEPT. ?I
a funeral procession passed by." Associate
SATURDAY SEPT. 29
t 10 and 730 PM. A
Patron; Mrs. Verna De- vember and were notified of their
YOGI BEAR S HUCIMBEPP
at 2 8,1 8 PM
NE)
Whereupon the solicitous one Myer,
kmEEK WILSCN Al.
secretary; Mrs. Bill Hol- acceptance in April.
Beth was
said:
MAGIC WI OF ALIAKAZAM
land, treasurer; Mrs. Dorothy brought to
Paducah
from Spring
"I'm not usually, but that fun- Williams,
conductress; Mrs. Mary Meadows. a Baptist
THE DE JAY •REVIEW
children's
eral was for my wife." With that Arrington,
• •
associate conductress. home in Middletown, Kentucky.
TV', 5077
he went right on walking toward
RAY -ARAB THE ARAB" STEVENS
PRY Its
.
Installation
of
officers
will
The
be
new
member
of
the Powell
his next shot.
I STAR FUN
held September 25.family weighs six pounds and
MILLION S MIDWAY!
eight
ounces.
The story was brought to our
FREE BONUS SHOWS!
The Jolly Twelve Birthday
mind Tuesday when we went out
STARTUP'S EXHIBITS!
Club honored three of its memThe membership committee of
▪ to the Country Club to take picbers at a dinner at the Derby
tures of the new officers and
trophy winners for the ladies day September 13. The honored guest,
were Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett, Mrs
golfers. It was about 12:45 p. m.
Elmer Mansfield and Mrs. Leland
and although the golfers were told
Jewell.
to wait around for their pictures
Mrs. Vernon McAlister was hosto be taken, they had gone off in
all directions anxious to start tess'for the evening. The table
pursuing that elusive white ball. held an attractive centerpiece of
If the pictures are in the paper, summer roses. Each of the honowe'll have you know we had to go rees received a gift from the club
out later after they had played and from the Derby.
the game. (See front page, mayAfterwards the group was inbe.)
vited to the home of Mrs. McAlister on Valley Street for birthMiss Sharon Upton celebrated day cake and frosted punch.
her tenth birthday last Wednesday with a delightful party at her
The Fulton County Teachers Ashome on Sunset Drive. The guests sociation held its first meeting of
included the girls in the fifth the 1962-63 school year Thursday.
grade class of Mrs. Moore at Carr September 6, at the library of
Elementary.
F. C. H. S.
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
Birthday cake, ice cream and
Mrs. Letha Mae Luten, presiKool-Aid were served and then dent, called the meeting to order
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
the little honoree opened her many and presented Mrs. Opal Purse11,
nice gifts. Following the party, program chairman. A skit enBOOTH'S 3 - 8 oz.
the girls attended the circus at titled "St. Peter's Gate" was en. .
. PKG.•V
• • 0‘,0C I
the Fulton Ballpark.
joyed by the gmt.r). The cast was:
Assisting Mrs. Upton in enter- Saint Peter, Joe Barnett;
Angel,
rwm
Num
mi
mu
girl
taining were Mrs. James Lawson, Mrs. Patsy Roberts; Classroom
Mrs. William Cottrell and Mrs. J. Clara, Mrs. Helen Tipton; SingleI MERIT
R. Powell.
track Sally, Miss Mary Ledwidge;
I SHORTENING 3 lb can 39c I
Grumbling Gordon, Joe Ross;SelfMrs. Mace McDade and her satisfied Sam; Bob Stewart; HumWith This Coupon and $5.00—Adhouseguest, Mrs. Myrtle Brady ble Harriet, Mrs. Lillian Passditional Purchase of Groceries. ExRidgeway of Dallas, Texas, were more.
hostesses to a lovely luncheon
• eluding Tobaccos. Coupon Expires
Mrs. Luten served this group as
▪ —SAT. NITE SEPT 22th.
last Wednesday at the Derby. The president last year and the new
BIG VALU ANNUAL
guest list included cousins and officers, Mr. Joe Ross, vice presiI= MN NM NM NM IMF

Support The Red Devils!!

All PTA members are cordial:
invited to attend.

Need EXTRA MONEY for
HARVESTING this YEAR?
•
PRODUCTION
CREDIT can
SUPPLY the
FUNDS...

MideSouth

FAIR SEPT•21•29

& Exposition

How are you fixed for harvest expense'
Need rnoney for new equipment or repair'
Need a new Silo or new Storage Facilities for Grain"
You can arrang• for a smooth working loan that will
provide th• money you need with your nearest
Production Credit Fieldman
Why not us• this farmer-owned financial loan sereIc• tailored to your needs' It will pay you to do so

9 DAYS
`•%.%,,,,,,,,, 9

Here are Your Advantages:
• PRODUCTION CREDIT is planned credit—to help
you to farm more profitably.
• Repayments ar• scheduled when crops or liv•stock ar• sold
• Simple interest is charged on th• daily outstanding balance.
• Up to 7 years to pay on certain types of loans
• Credit is available anytime—tight money or not.
• Loans are set up and approved by men who know
farming and understand your financial needs.

DAREDEVILS

Agui

GRIFFIT

RI

••.

i VALII
FOOD STORES

"Always See lour PC.-I FIRST."'

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field Ofc. Mgr.
ickman, Ky. l'l:.n 2506

poTAToEs

55
It.ekni:,: •

1:1:1

1:51:1,

II-ole 01. 3-5161

u.Rs.ENDu.s.
Uc

VELVEETA CHEESE 2 Lb. Box . . . 79c
JAMBO JELLY All Flavors 12 oz.size 5 for $1.00
FRUIT COCKTAIL Monarch Dietitic 2 8 oz. cans 45c
SWIFT'S icE CREAM 1-2 Gallon • . . 59c

FISH STICKS .

PERCH FILLETS .BOOTH'S

•

LB. PKG.
• • •

49c

HORTENING
39c
98
79
9c
STEAK
With Coupon
3 Lb. Can

BABY BEEF SALE

SIRLOIN
TENDER
For Broiling
LB.

ROUND
OR RIB
LB.

TENDER
T-BONE
LB.

BABY BEEF
By Whole Side . . . . .Lb. 45c
Slice . . . . . . • Lb. 35c
BEEF LIVER
End 5 Lb. Box . . • . $1.19
BACON SLICED
Ground Fresh . . . . . Lb. 49c
GROUND BEEF
JOWL BACON Sliced Sugar Cured 2 Lb. . . 69c

REGULAR WEEKLY SCHEDULE:
FRIDAYS: 3:30 to 5:30 pm; 7 to
10 pm; 10 to 12 pm.
SATURDAYS: 10-12 am: for beginners. 2-4 pm. 7-10 - 10-12 pm.
SUNDAYS: 2-4 pm; 7:00 to 10:00
MONDAYS: Private Parties
TUESDAYS: 3:30-5:30 7:-10: pm.
WEDNESDAYS: 3:30 to 5:30 pm
7 to 10 pm.
THURSDAYS: 3:30-5:30: 7:-8:30
followed by dancing, 8:30-10 pm.

BLADE
CUT

AFTERNOONS: (Except Sunday)
25c and 35c.
All other times
50c and 75c
—Spectators FREE Anytime—

LB.

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK
B'dway Si.: South Fulton

MERIT

Phones: 9126 or 720
AIM\

ENGLISH CUT ROAST
SHOULDER ROAST
CENTER CUT CHUCK _ _

Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
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News Editor To Introduce Democratic
Dignitaries At State - wide Meeting
Democratic dignitaries at all(
eels of public office will join
-arty 1000 women at Lexington,
intucky. on September 28 and
when the 35th annual convention of the Democratic Women's
Clubs of Kentucky is called to
order. Senator Vance Hartke of
Indiana will be the guest speaker
at the banquet on Friday night
ad will be introduced by Lt. Gov.
!son W. Wyatt, the Democratic
'mince for the United States
nate in the general election on
.vember 6. Senator Hartke is
lairrnan of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling of Fulton will introduce the distinguished guests at the luncheon on Saturday.
Headed by Governor Bert T.
Combs, who will also* be a convention speaker, the invitation
Senator Hartke
list contains the names of all
Democratic office-holders in Ken- first vice-president, third vicetucky. Thy Democratic delegation president, recording secretary and
in Washington has also been in- member from the State at large.
vited .as well as high-ranking The terms of the other officers do
party leaders from all over the not expire this year.
State.
Mrs. Richardsoe. is urging all
The- convention will be held at club presidents to contact their
the Phoenix Hotel and will be members to make reservations for
presided "vet: by State President the banquet and the luncheon. ReMrs. Ruth Richardson of Cattles- servations may be made by writburg. Mrs. leirenza G. Garner and ing Mrs. Thomas G. Hobbs, VerMrs.;:Thomas G. Hobbs are co- sailles Road, Lexington, Ken'hairmen of the Oini•ention pro- tucky.
:ram. Mrs. Joseph I). Webb. disriet director and the Democratic
.Vomen's Clubs of the Sixth Disrict are hostesses for the event.
The banquet will be held at
seven o'clock Friday evening,
EST. in the Convention Hall. The
lieiclieen will be it 12:30 p. in.
!•day. A style show. prest•nted
Le Four Seasons, will be a
I '..re of the convention.
A special called meeting of the
rn in at ions w:il be received Fulton City Commission authorifrom the floor to fill the offices of ecl Mayor Gilbert DeMyer last
wcek to file application to the
aer.merimmerrrempar --aemmem. Federal
Government for a grant
TROUBLE?
on the sewage treatment system.
Mayor DeMyer, Commissioners
We can't keep you out of it
Tripp and McCain and City Manbut with one of our Low-Cost,
ager James Robey were present
three payment plan
at the meeting.
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
The application will be for $72,We can be at your side Im000 with other funds available at
mediately.
a later date.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

'Federal Grant
For Sewage
System Sought

-

Wick Smith Agency
21 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

• 1500 FEET FROIA MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT

RECORDS FAIL—.
(Continued from pooe one)
the Fulton City Commission.A transcript of the action taken
by both municipalities in connection with the sewage disposal
unit fails to indicate that Fulton
ever agreed to the employment
of the Nichols Engineering firm.
As a matter of fact on May 8,
1958 Fulton rejected the contract
of the Nichols firm in a joint resolution signed by the city clerks
and the Mayors of both cities. The
instrument authorized "directing
the engineers of the respective
cities to proceed to complete
studies, compile data, make preliminary plans and make application for federal grant for sewage treatment plant."
The resolution
stated that
Nichols was representing South
Fulton and Hemco Engineering
firm was representing Fulton.
Before the resolution was adopted
in late 1958, South Fulton adopted
a resolution (on April 11, 1958)
employing Nichols to do their
engineering work. In May 1958,
the records of Fulton indicated
that the Council rejected the
Nichols contract.
A careful study of the transcripts fails to reveal any official
notation that Fultow.
as to pay
any portion of • fele engineering
services performey the Nichols
Engineering firm, iced by..Zouth
Fulton.

NOTEBOOK-.—

•
60 9
FEATURING
,..,p1A0CCIFIL.11111011110 SPICIALTiTS
•

(Continued troy/ page one)
is on I'd look like the prima bal1,,rimi or Ted Shawn's dancers.
'Fhat'S_Iiow high I'd step.
1!IdeC(1. I'm sure glad I got
these bi-focals. TheY solved all
joy problems. Instead of having
boor vision, and having to squint
all the time. I now have no visiorT
at all and my face is as serene
and peaceful looking as if I had
gone to my last reward.
Support The Bulldogs!!

WE HAVE MOVED
to our new location at
114 COMMERCIAL AVENUE
(Next door to LaCharine Iteant,

.i

ill

NEW, EXPANDED STOCKS OF
hooks, magazines, novelties, candies, etc.
Come in and browse around

FULTON NEWSSTAND

Effective Weight Control And Good
Nutrition Begin With Breakfast

What is your most valuable fast meny. Interesting, delicious
possession? Your health? Guard it and satisfying breakfacts are easy
jealously, it cannot be replaced.
and fun to devise for each calorie
This was the warning from level.
Breakfast plays an important
Martha Logan, Central Dairy
Council, Louisville, as she an- role in effective and safe weight
nounced that September has been reduction or control. It is the
designated as "Better Breakfast booster rocket for the most "go"
and brightest "glow" throughout
Month."
Obesity is almost a naughty the day.
word today. Even those who are
only slightly overweight feel that
they must "do something" to shed
unwanted pounds. Food faddists
and %tracks have become wealthy
through the sale of miracle weight
reduction pills, food, incense and
mechanical devices. Their books
Cub Scout Pack 40 was host to
have become best sellers. People
genuinely interested in knowing the District Basic Training Course
about the problem of overweight for Cub leaders last week at the
find it difficult to separate sense First Methodist Church. The meeting was conducted by Ted Simfrom nonsense.
Many people try to lose weight mons, Cherokee District Council
by skipping or skimping on representative.
Packs : represented
included
breakfast. Yes, eateries do count
ACCENT ON BEAUTY — Pennyrile For- room. Each of the new rooms has two
but calaries aren't the whole Pack 46 of Fulton, Pack 52 of
est State Park's beautiful new 24 - room double beds, tile bath and a glass wall
story. It doesn't pay to be calorie- Union City, and Pack 35 of ClinLodge addition, which features patios on looking out onto a private patio. Prior
wise and nutrient-foolish. When ton.
two levels overlooking Pennyrile Lake will to the construction of the -addition, 15
you eat fewer calories you need
be dedicated Sept. 1. The ultra-modern vacation cottages provided the only overto "shop" for the most in nutriwing adjoins a rustic stone building wit th 'tright accommodations at the park.
tion for each calorie just as you
houses the lounge and 175 -'.t. dinii
shop for-the most value for each
dollar when dollars are limited.
The amount of food you eat will
vary depending on whether you
are tall or short, and how active
Homer McGowat colored, was
you are, but the kinds of food and sentenced to two years in the
the nutrients needed are essential- state penitentiary for store house
ly the same for everyone. These breaking by the Fulton Circuit
include
protein, fat: carbohydrate, Court Monday here at City Hall.
The Northern Hemisphere spins Pole leans most directly toward
vitamins and minerals.
McGowan has been serving a
A suit in the amount of $38,- Into autumn at 8:35 a. m. central the sun is the summer
solstice
two year sentence in the state
298.01 was filed late Saturday by standard time Sunday, September which, in 1962, occurred
on June One fourth to one third of the
the First National Bank of May- 23.
day's food needs should be met by prison at Nashville and was
21.
field against Bunk Gardner, Jr.
breakfast. Good
nutrition for brought back here for trial on the
Summer ends when the sun
Six months later, when our
The suit charged him with forg- crosses the Equator. Or to put it
your health, disposition and vitali- Forrester's Shoe Shop storehouse
ing or helping to forge. the more accurately, the earth reach- spinning planet is halfway around ty and yes. for weight control breaking charge.
'Wishing-well codicil" to the will es the point in its orbit where its its elliptical trail, the North Pole begins with a good morning meal.
He was indicted by the Grand
reaches its farthest point from the
of his uncle, Ed Gardner. million- axis is aimed neither away
in May, 1960.
from sun to herald the beginning of You are more likely to overeat Jury
aire banker who died in June, nor toward the sun.
when you skip or skimp on breakwinter.
PIGI
1958.
fast. This fact is supported by
A perpetual tilt in the axis gives
At points on the orbit midway
Bunk Gardner, Jr., has denied the earth its changes of season,
scientific evidence, but you can
between the solstices, the autumthe forgery charges.
the National Geographic Society nal and vernal equinoxes mark prove it to yourself by jotting
by WICK SMITH
down the 'actual foods you eat
says.
fall and spring. A few days beThe tilt amounts to 23 1-2 de- fore the vernal equinox and El during the entire day—and don't
grees from an imaginary perpendi- few days after the autumnal forget the snacks!
The basic breakfast consists of
cular. It always slants in the equinox, day equals night.
fruits, cereal with milk and-or
same direction, thus the North
The autumnal equinox is a re
egg, bread and butter and milk.
Pole leans toward the sun during 'minder that changes are
in the Fix them the
way you like them
part of the earth's journey and air. Birds wing south,
their for- best and
tailor the amounts to fit
If you have been a 4-H Club away from it during another part. mations tracing dark, wavering
your
calorie needs. Here are a few
The moment when the North tendrills against
the sky. People
member for, at least four years
suggestions for calorie trimming.
made sluggish by -a summer of
and are 15 years old or older.
,,
Poach your eggs instead of frying
wading through high humidity
you're eligible to try for $800 in
them. Substitute dry or lightly
suddenly show a little more
prizes in the 4-H Club Achieve/
buttered toast for sweet rolls
bounce in their step.
ment Contest.
and coffee cakes. Omit fat meats,
Life
in
general
seems
to
quickThe 17th annual competition in
en as children troop to iind from such as bacon. Learn to do withG051-1 POP, YOU SAID OUR
home economics and agriculture is
out jam, jelly and the addition of
school.
t-IOME OWNERS POLicY COVERS
The
chatter
of
football
an- sugar to your breakfast fruits
A group of local ladies attended
designed to honor the top 4-H
and
ADDITIONAL LIVING EXPENSES
boys and girls in Kentucky. The the luncheon and style show pre- nouncers sets the pace for leaf- cereals.
contest is one of four sponsored sented Wednesday by the Union raking chores. The holiday sea- Tomato juice, your favorite
by The Courier-Journal. The Lou- City Business and Professional scn is just a couple of calendar cereal or soft-cooked egg, lightly
fOR CAI
WICK SMITH
pages away.
isville Times and WHAS. Inc.
Women's Club. _
F):M.
buttered toast and low-fat milk
INSURANCE
Autumn
also
brings
a
special
Attending
from
Fulton were:
The boy and girl state champion
are examples of what's available
REAL ESTATE
1
eech will receive a $100 U. S. Mrs. Annabelle Edwards, Mrs. brand of weather. Scientists ex- in each food group to provide a
Ph. 62
231 Main St.
plain
that
during
the
season's
still,
Harvey
Caldwell
and
Miss GerSavings Bond.The agriculture and
low
calorie,
high
nutritive
breakI
dry,
lengtheeing
nights,
trude
fewer
Murphy,
•
•
k
members
/
of
the
home economics winner in Kentucky's six agricultural extension Fulton B. and P.- W. Club. Mrs. cloud layers linger above the
earth to contain its warmth.
Caldwell
has
as
her
guests
Mrs.
districts each will be awarded a
Dew glistens as vapor condensMyrtle Ridgeway, Mrs. Mace Mc$50 Bond.
es on surfaces quick-cooled by
In addition, the fourteen win- Dade and Mrs. E. W. Hart,
rapid dissipation of heat into the
ners and their parents will reatmosphere. Fog forms in lowceive all-expense-paid trips to CLOTHES BANK—
If you need additional breeding stock to upgrade your herd, that
4.
fOR FAMILY I
lands; streams and lakes send
Louisville to attend the annual
will put meat and growth plus excellent feed conversion, don't
(Continued front page one)
plumes of steam into the dry air.
DRY CLEANING
Farm Awards Luncheon where these schools where
miss the
it will be sent
It is a time for poets to dust off
*110 LAUNDI\'
the prizes will be presented. Here on the to clothing
bank in Fulton. words describing bountiful harthey will meet with the winners
We know that there are many vests and tinkling-crisp
mornings
of three 'other contests in the families
in this area who have John Donne observed:
'
/1
Farm Incentive Program.
clothing which' they have out"No spring, nor summer beauty
Winners of this competition will grown but which
PURE BRED DUROC BOAR & GILT SALE
is still in good, hath such grace
•
//
be chosen on the basis of projects, wearable
condition. There are also
As I have seen in one autumnal
leadership, and participation in many families ih
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th AT 1:00 P. M.
the area who
face."
home economies and agricultural would greatly appreciate
this same
activities.
Of course, different people reAt the Foster 4-Star Farm, 2 1-2 Miles Southeast of
100
clothing for their own use.
For complete information about
Watch for the announcement act to the season in different
Mayfield, Ky.
this contest see your county agent, soon of the dates for the clothing ways. William Cullen Bryant had
home demonstration agent or drive in the two-county area.
this greeting for autumn: "The
fOR
For Catalog Write Robert C. Overby, route No. 6,
write the Public Service Departmelancholy days are come, the
MAY SIM!
ment, The Courier-Journal, The
saddest of the year."
or Phone CH 7-5348
,
NEW MINISTER
Louisville Times and WHAS, Inc.,
By December 22, autumn will all
/ 1
Larry Dailey, public relations be over. The earth
Louisville 2, Ky.
will have
director of Bethel College, Mc- traveled another quarter
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS
of the
Kenie, Tennessee, has been em- way around the sun, and
winter
ACCIDENT VICTIM
ployed as temporary minister of will be officially
upon us.
Mrs.-Thomas Exum was admitted the
Cumberland
Presbyterian
• I• A I
to the Baptist Hospital in Mem- Church here.
106
phis Friday for injuries received in
DID YOU KNOW?
an accident near Greenfield last
Jr...4001 it).74(AI
JOINT MEETING!
There'll be no :rouble for agriweek. Her room number is 406-M.
The joint meeting of the Ameri- culture to meet the food and fiber 141ftft.i.1• 41
*f fa
.
•
can Legion and Auxiliary which needs of the American papulation solam% sr.
LOCAL DELEGATES!
was previously set for last Tues- in 1975 and to provide a relativeUS 45-51 By Pass Highlands. Fulton /
I Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Lawson of day was postponed and will be ly high level of exports. Although
"r.Liong OR GAS AND
South Fulton were in Cleveland held next Monday September 24th it will take about 35 percent
more
for the past week as delegates to at the Legion Hall.
i:LECTRICITY
farm output than in 1956-58 to
the 57th World wide Assembly of
provide for a population of 230
the Church of God of Prophecy.
million, there will be no pressing
CHAIRMAN KEEPS DISTANCE needs
for new technology or for
LEXINGTON, Ky. Mrs. Jane Lee programs of
land development
NOT EASY!
is cochairman of the Lexington solely to increase
production.
One of Russia's biggest film Junior League horse show. But
stars is Innokenty SmoktunovskY. she says she hasn't been close to Needed increases in livestock will
Imagine trying to get that one a horse since she was 13 years be greater than for crops. Assuming that is, a 10 percent increase
on an American theater marquee. old. She's allergic to them.
.in livestock feeding efficiency, and
that farmers
apply presently
known technology at about the
rate they have adopted it in the
past, additional production equivalent to that from 20 million
acres would be needed. This is
We have opened our store this week at our old location and
less than would be added by 1975
are ready to serve your needs. Watch for our grand opening
through continuation of the 1935soon.
54 rates of land development from
irrigation, drainage, clearing and
• FALL HATS
FALL and WINTER PIECE GOODS
conversions. But with agata perCOSTUME
*
cent increase in feeding efficiency
JEWELRY
* SINGER SEWING MACHINES,
and a maximum yield attained
CLEANERS.
through the full, efficient economic
application of presently known
technology, the same acreage of
cropland and cropland pasture
Corner ILI in And Mullierr%
Fulton
used in 1958-58 would be more
M.65 - 4/5 QUART
than enough to provide the 1975
0960
IN PROOF KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON 50119F5 0111150111 DISOLUSIES
CO., LOUISVILLE. lef.
needs.

l

Local Scout Pack
Host To Leaders
From This Area

Suit Filed By
Mayfield Bank
inst Gardner

Circuit Court
Finds McGowan
Guilty Monday

Earth Spins Along Into Autumn;
Brings Out Footballs And Poets

FY 'TWINS

"7 !lembers May
Try For Prizes
1tn1 S800

:
:
1.1*
1

T

Union City Luncheon
Attracts Local Ladies

C)'

41.

11

Attention Mr. Hog Raiser

FOSTER & OVERBY

4

\\

(3 @Houses ;

E

For Fine Lique rs,,10

Nothini
MI

WE ARE NOW OPEN!

PIG

Old

Singer Sewing Center -. - Kellena's Hat Shop

vimmummimmisimilier

Glenmore
oxyRiE-#1vgiu,

it's Chill-Filtered

?Helms
re easy
calorie
ortant
weight
is the
st "go"
kighout

Drawing To Be Held At Piggly Wiggly
Sat. Nile 8 P. M., Oct.6th
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
We Reserve The Right To Limit — Where Shopping LN1 A Pleasure.

/
14
/
4

host to
Course
at the
? meetSimouncil

'
.
NIPS

Sealsweet Frozen

'eluded
52 of
I Clin-

e.

ORANGE

U. . .A.
GRADE A

JUICE 6 6oz. Cans _ 79c
Birdseye

LEMONADE 6 oz. Can 10c

Whole

Lachoy Frozen

EGG ROLLS ____

_ 79c

Swiss Miss

PIES 3 For

td, was
in the
house
Circuit
Hall.
ving a
e state
i was
on the
.ehouse

Dairy Brand

_
Quarters

BUTTER
Mrs. Sullivan

Lb. 59c
12 To Pkg.

PECAN PIES

49c

Plymouth

TEA BAGS 100 Size

89c

Kelleys Bar-B-Que

Grand

II
PIG FEET LAI 19} Chuck Roast Lb. 65c
PIG EARS 1-8 19* 11
PIG SOOTS 19* Round Steak Lb. 99c
4 II
PIG TAILS 1-13. 19* Sirloin Steak Lb.
99c
PIG MAWS LB. 19, 4 -li
KECK BONE 1-6.19* Rib Steak Lb. 79c
lorrorr r

4

10 oz. Can ___ 49c

PORK

TREET 2 12 oz. Cars 89c

rig

Sliced Smoked

Bacon Pkg. 59c JOWEL BACON 3 Lbs. $1.1
,.„,,•,, ,'„,
Hen
Pork Chops Lb. 89c TURKEYS Lb.
It
Irk
Veal Cutlets Lb. 79c LIVER
Lb. 2E
Proten

It

Steakettes Lb. 79c CHICKENS

Each

•

Armours

INS

trisprite

Potato

__ 59c

CHIPS 1 Lb. Bag

Kraft, Velveeta

CHEESE

2 Lb. Box.

79c

King Bird Pink

SALMON

FLAME RED TOKAY

1 Lb. Can

59c

1 Lb. Can

79c

Belmont/. Red

GRAPES

SALMON
Latv‘ ell

MACKERAL 5 1 Lb.cans $1

IR
IRS
45ES

Ili Note

TUNA FISH 6 reg. cans $1
Starkist

fOR CAR
PAYMENT
,
1 \

62

\ V

/

TUNA 3 reg. cans
mi., oil
SARDINES Flat can
SPRY 3 Lb. Can
__
TIDE
Lg. Pkg.
1.1, 1710U th's
COFFEE
1 Lb. Bag

FOR GAS
AN ID OIL
/

I

,-

\

/•
..••••

\

$
Z 10

FOR FAMILY
PRY CLEANING
ANC LAUNDRY

kat
on't

FOR
fELEPHON
I

'/1
//,

Open Till
9 P. M.
7 Days

89
c
POTATOES 25 LBS.

Candy Bags 10 5c bars 39c
Southern

Peaches 5 21.2 cans $1.
FOR MOVIES
AND OTHER

suTiRTAINAKNI
\ I //

55c

INST. COFFEE 6 oz. Jar 89c

Sacramento

/ilk

10c
69c
29c

Mais‘‘ ell House

Hershey

fOR
IABY SITTE

$1

Nut Shelf

,•;%< !ft

I svtifts

COCKTAIL 4 303 cans $1.00 TAMALES 4 303 Cans $1.00 PREM 2 12 oz. Cans _ _ _ 89c
ARGO All
, s„ift, thopped
lielleys
GREEN Limas 6 303 cans $1.00 CHILI
4 300 Cans $1.00 HAM 2 12 oz. Cans
89c
Mich. Made

Kelleys Potted

PIE CHERRIES 6 303 cans 1.00 MEAT
Adams ()range

Peanuts 16 oz. can 49c JUICE

ifts Vienna

103 oz. Cans $1.00 SAUSAGE

5 Cans SLOG

henrys Plain

3 46 oz. cans $1.00 CHILI 3 300 Cans

3 Lb. Jar

$1.00 BUTTER

99c

Sun Maid

Raisens 2 Lb. Bag 49c
Mayfield

rs

Corn 303 can

ilton -//
COR GAS AND
ELECTRICITY

10c

Cut Green

FOR
WATER

Beans 303 can

10c

Mi‘, Dixie

Milk 3 Tall Cans _ 39c

FLOUR

Cheer Lg. Pkg. _

29c

.

25 Lb. Bag _ $1.49 DRESSING

Nliss LibertN

B-S ROLLS Pkg.

- Blue

attached!
strings
No
buy!
nothing to
register at
is
do
to
have
All you
WIGGLY
PIGGLAIT

Pk mouth

Pilkbury

__

Sacramento

at. Jar

39c PEACHES 5 303 Cans S1.0(
25c ANTI FREEZE 1-2 Gal. $1.45 TOMATOES 8 303 Cans $1.-0(
Asst. Colors

TOMATO

10 1-2 oz. Can 10c CAKE

Reg. 59c Size __ 39c KLEENEX 5 300 Box S1.0(

l'illshury

Flour 5 Lb. Bag

49c

Pillsbury

Cake Mix

4 Pkg. $1.

ARGO

Catsup 5-14 oz. Bot. $1.

'

kA.

en
^

•
Meese

If >ou win we will give N ou a cheek to cover monthly expenses as Itemized
above Nothing
to buy and you need not be present at the final drawing to win. Just drop in and
Oft SS SO ate. SP
possible between now and the closing date below:

October 6th, 8 P. M.

ifrYllraggly
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Committees Listed
For West Fulton
PTA School Year

"Proud Heritage"
Presented As
Civil War Tribute

Mrs. Dee Fry.
Publicity and Scrapbook— Mrs.
Jimmy Sisson, chairman.
Publications —
Moon, chairman.

Mrs. Charles

Mrs. Don Sensing, president of
Devotional — Mrs. J. A. Hempthe West Fulton PTA has anhill, chairman.
nounced her standing committees
Legislature—Mrs. C. R. Bennett,
for the 1962-63 school year. They
chairman, Mrs. James Warren and
are as follows: •
Mrs. R. W. Bushart.
Membership — Mrs. Bill Fenwick, chairman, Mrs. W. H. Wells, • Civil Refense — Mrs. W. 0.
Mrs. Thomas Maddox, Mrs. Aus- Beard, chairman, Mrs. J. A. Poe,
Harry King.
tin Stroud.
Nursery—Mrs. Guy Upton, Jr.,
Program — Mrs. Jess Walker,
chairman.
chairman.
Health and Mental Hygiene —
Mrs. Bill McIntosh, chairman.
Mrs. James Green, Mrs. Austin
Stroud, and Mrs. C. H. Myers.
Hospitality—Mrs. Park Weaks.
chairman, Mrs. Joe Treas, Mrs.
W. P. Burnette, Mrs. Bob Brown.

Hickman Council
Votes To Build
New Firehouse

Hickman's city council, by a
vote of 5-0, decided last week to
Room Representatives — Mrs. build a new fire station on a city
Bill Hagan, chairman, Mrs. James lot next to the Fulton county
E. Lawson, Mrs. Harvey Toalson, superintendent's office.
and Mrs. James Mann.
Councilman C. A. Lattus, who
had sought to sell the city a
Parlimentarian — Mrs. Charles
building on Moscow street, abBurrow.
stained from voting.
-0,111.1111111
The council turned down the
Year Book — Mrs. R. V. Putnam, chairman, Mrs. Fred Homra. offer of John Pierson who offered
to sell the Mooney building on
Finance — Mrs. L. M. McBride, Carroll Street for 94200 or rent it
chairman; Mrs. W. L. Jolley, Jr., to the city.

4WALKER

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH!
(
413

R

HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS, INC., PEORIA. Ill. • 86 PROOF

BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE
STATE PARK in southwestern Kentucky offers a fun-filled vacation all
year round. Horseback riding is a
popular summer sport, along with fishing, water skiing, motorboating and
sailing on the 184-mile-long lake. A
sand beach and a modern pool overlooking the lake appeal to swimmers.
Excellent catches of crappie, largemouth and striped bass and catfish are
taken from the lake. Vacationers have

a wide choice of accommodations, too
—comfortable, fully-equipped cottages, the Kenlake Hotel and a modern
tent camping and trailer area with
central service building. A paved airstrip permits private plane owners to
fly directly to the park. Located near
the intersection of U.S. 68, Ky. 80 and
Ky. 94, approximately 14 miles from
Benton, Ky., the park is on main
routes of auto travel.

State Youth In Far-Away Turkey I
Writes Of Her Many Experiences

Salesman Found
DrenandonInmSootenith

"The two apple pies I made one
day for my host family in Sivas
disappeared faster than ice cream
on a hot day," writes Mary Jo
Dixon, Boone county, of her second host family in Turkey. Mary
Jo is one of Kentucky's three International Farm Youth Exchange
delegates this year. She is living
with rural families in Turkey for
about five-and-a-half months.

name, "Garfield Place." The home
is now owned by Mrs. Claude P.
Stephens of Prestonsburg.

WATER-MILER JOHNSON
Gov. Bert Combs and 1,200
OCONOMOWOC, Wis. Every
other persons attended the secday during the summer, Arthur
ond presentation of Floyd CounJohnson, one of the better-known
ty's outdoor drama, "Proud Herwater skiers hereabouts, plunges
itage," in Prestonsburg.
into Lake LaBelle and swims the
The play is Prestonsburg and one-mile distance to the other
Floyd County's contribution to the side.
Civil War centennial. It was writJohnson is 82 years old.
ten by Henry P. Scalf of the Floyd
County Times and presented for
the first time last August.
Japanese and others urged to
The drama portrays the Union build U. S. plants.
troops' occupation of Prestonsburg. They were commanded by
Gen. James Garfield, who later
RUPTURE
became president. during the Battle of Middle Creek and the Big 1 The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's -MD" Trim
Sandy Campaign of the Civil War.
No Odors
The play was staged on the
City
Drug
Co., Fulton
tered Gen. Garfield and his
No Belts — No Straps —
troops and which now bears his
,

I

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Memphis Using
Unmarked Car
In Traffic Drive

FAIL

FREE

200

SR/NC MS AD IN NOW AND SAM
Charlie Scales Store

our field man, who is at your service
for the asking.
YOU ARE INVITED TO consult
with him at any time.

BIG CAPACITY
Famous Squate

aluminum tub.
Keeps water hotter
longer. Won't rust
lent or chip.

cr')
POWERFUL
AGITATOR

ACTION
The thorough, gentle washing action
pioneered by Maytag.,,4.Still the standiihil444,46' f compor2o2

MODEL Ea

JOE C.
POWELL

Features that make your washday Easier, Faster"ached hinged lid mit -

with, work table.• Legs adjur.t to right height for yoo.
.- oil agitator control.• • .'ersize casters for easy moving .. . includes lock.•Automatic drain
e/ps 1.,,,ltor off floor.•Extra thick, sturdy, no-drip drain hose.•Beautiful easy care
whit*
E..., .L1 finish. MI compact, pr,,cision built power unit, factory scaled with lifetime lubricant.

...(Id CC iredidg that maks&gallwork-Maytag Dependability!

BENNETT ELECTRIC anti FURNITURE CO.
NIASONIC
BLDG.; WALNUT ST.

raMMIC'

PHONE 201

sru
a 1
its
yet
to
fro
be
adc
flot
cul
the
ker
owi
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alsc
To
con

SPECIAL,

Mr. Floyd Dedmon

•

me
at
fri
or
ML
ho.
aPi
mu
ho:
trim

Car Service Center

introd_ •
scuff •••

L

go
ou
vvi
so
re.
se(
co
wc

Phone 389
!Ann

FREE! BIG 25-POUND BOX OF COLGATE'S LOW-FOAM DETERGENT
the kind recommended for automatic washers) with each MAYTAG
washer during September.

Starts ... si s
reverses wr,nger.
Swings 360 degrees. locks in any
Of eighty posi-

Si
SI
h(
of
ys
hr
S
dc

You'll Say they're delicious!

with my hosts for the first time. I
11YOUR CONVENIENT
Jeffersontown, Kentucky
A
felt right at home when we threshGoodrich
BF
salesman
dead
found
in
was
the
B.F.GOODRICH STORE
ed wheat; I drove the tractor pulling a wooden sled over the grain. Traveller's Inn Motel in South
DEALER
Fulton
September
7.
Identified
on
My host family had one of the
112 L est.
three tractors in the village, which as Kenneth Wills, 30, he died of a
made them a leading family. Those heart attack, according to Obion
who did not have tractors used County coroner Barry White.
The body was found by the mooxen to pull the sleds.
tel owner. It was taken to Jef"After the wheat is removed efrsontown for funeral services
from the fields here, they burn the and burial.
"Never did I realize how cool- straw rather than plowing it unBRAKES • SHOCKS • MUFFLERS • ALIGNMENT
ing hot tea could be—but I'm der. After the wheat is threshed,
learning," Mary Jo writes. "I the women wash it in large water
drink very much tea but no milk. troughs. Then they scatter it on
The Turks serve a mixture of the roofs of their homes to dry.
yogurt and water, which is similar When it dries ,they store it in
to buttermilk. -They also eat a lot large bags until it is used.
EXPERT WHEEL
of eggplant, tomatoes and onions.
"The homes are are very interNOW! BRAKE
The food is highly seasoned, in esting. Many are yellow with red
ADJUSTMENT
BALANCING
Memphis, Tenn—Memphis po•
most cases, but not with salt. They tile or flat roofs with hay on top.
$1so
usually serve soup, vegetables, They are usually two stories high lice began using an unmarked
00
wheat,.and bread. Occasionally, and made of a combination of police car as part of a "psychologwith
with
1
ical-warfare" campaign against
we have meat, but not very often, mud.
thi. ad
this ad
as it is difficult to keep it without
•For each
hdeaedvy"The first floor of my host careless motorists.
wheel •FRIE
whitels! FREE
weights
refrigeration.
All 4
"We want violators to think
nee
family's home had four rooms and
duty fluid as
BUMPER-TO-BUMPER
"In Sivas, I really got to work a large hall. As you entered the any car—behind, in front, or befront door, a bench for the fami- side them—may contain a policeINSPECTION
MUFFLER 8, TAIL PIPE
ly's shoes was dn the left. Here man," Police Chief J. C. Mac DonWITH THIS AM
INSTALLATION
ald
said.
one removed his outdoor shoes
'
• OUR EXPERTS CHECK:
He
said
the
car
would be shiftand slipped on a pair of house• Wheel alignment • Brakes
• Steering • Exhaust syst•no
shoes. One of the downstairs ed to various parts of the city so
with this ad and purchow
violators
•
All 4 shock absorbers
will
never
know when
of ortufllor ond.fail
rooms was a family living room;
pipe.
along one wall was,. bench cover- or where it is on duty.
ed with rugs and pillows. Also,
there was a table and a few chairs.
FIRST WRECK!
Whenever a guest came to the
house, the door to this room was
John Quinby Adams ,then an exclosed—with the women inside. President, was a passenger on the
Guests were taken upstairs to a train involved in the first railvery nice living room. The rest of road accident in the United States
the downstairs was composed of i in 1833. The train was passing
the kitchen and a bedroom.
through New Jersey when its
Lake Si, Fulton
Phone 389
"The living room upstairs had axle broke. Cause undetermined.
several arm chairs, a bench along
one of the walls, and many small
tables used to, set tea glasses on.
The windows in this room had
glass pangs but no screens. Along
one wall hung a beautiful handmade Turkish rug. The average
AUTOMATIC
TENSION
Turkish rug takes from six to
CONTROL
eight months for one woman to
Four springs ocrprst
make.
rollers automat"The streets in the villages are
ically to thickness
dirt or rock. In Sivas, the streets
of fabric. Positive
had a steady stream of water
release.
flowing down them. An English
interpretation for the name of this
village is 'water town.' Most of the
villages do not have this abundant
water supply, however.
"Every V911age-has a school and
a mosque. Atiocertain times during the dayzerou can hear a singer
at the mosalle calling the people
to prayer. ViTh seen segeral women
stop their wark when this happens, get out their prayer rugs,
EXTRA LARGE
and kneel in prayer.
MR.DEDMON will visit you, take soil samples for testing — as to
ROLLS
"I was the first American most
fertilizer
needs for More Efficient Production on your farm.
One firm, one flexpeople in Sivas had ever seen.
ible for thorough
Each time I stepped outside, peowater removal...
ple gathered around to look at
For correct blend or any other problem pertaining to Soil Fertiligentle on buttons
me, my clothes, my red hair, and
zation,
just call Mr. Dedmon at
and zippers.
my freckles."
The IFYE program, through
which Mary Jo is in Turkey, is
sponsored by the National 4-H
Club Foundation on behalf of the
Cooperative Extension Service.
The purpose of the 'TYE program
is to promote world understandSEDIMENT
ing through young rural people
TRAP
living and working as members of
Captures the dirt
families in other countries.
from the wash.
Keeps if from reSupport The Bulldogs!!
circulating through
clean clothes.

September Spew
SINGLE
CONTROL

di
rr
at

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial

Phone 58

—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings tarpaulins

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW

LIME & FERTILIZER
TU5-0311 in Union City, Tenn,or
phone 322 (Night 1670W) in Fulton
We invite you to consult Mr. Dedmon for the1
/
4 correct use of—Liquid
or Dry Fertilizer — Row Rock Phosphates — Agricultural Lime or
—Anhydrous Ammonia — all of which we stock and supply you
with at any time.

sea:

•
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WILLOW WILDE--

Obion Dairy
Judging Team
Wins At Fair

Mark Moon Granted
Junior Membership
In Cattle Group

COUNTY PRECINCTS—
(Continued from page one)

cinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 13.
28 —Precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 20,
30 —Consolidating precinct formerly designated as Precinct No.
15 and precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 16.
32—Precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 17.
John C. Bondurant, Judge.

To Meet On
September 28

signated the use of voting machines in the various election precincts of the county after certain
Mark B. Moon, 10, Fulton, has of the said precincts have been
Duly elected Chairman of eaeh
Bull Calf, — Joe Wayne Bolin,
been granted a junior membership consolidated by order of the CounASC C7orninunity Committee Will
Clinton, blu-e4ibbon, and Pattie
Obion County's 4-H Dairy Judg- in the America
ty
Court,
it
hereby
is
ordered
meet at the County ASCS Office
n Angus AssociaHixson, Fulton, blue ribbon; Sen- ing team took first place honors at tion at St. Joseph,
at Hickman on friday,'September
Missouri, an- that the hereinafter designated
ior Yearling Bull—Willow-Wilde the West Tennessee District Fair nounces Frank Richards, secre- precintts shall be consolidated
28th at 10 a. m. to elect the Counand all of the said precincts in
Farms, Fulton, blue ribbon; Jun- in Jackson last week. They will tary.
ty ASC Committee for Fulton
now go to the State Fair in Nashthe county will be re-numbered as
DONATION!
County.
ior Heifer Calf—Willow Wilde
His new junior membership,
ville September 21 to compete for
hereinafter set out:
The Fulton Jayeettes voted to
Farms, blue ribbon; Junior Yearlissued during August, enables him Precinct
Newly electl, County .nd Comstate honors.
No.
donate $50 to the Fulton Library munity Committeemen
ing Heifer—Willow Wilde Farms,
to register his purebred Angus at
will asPRYOR
RIMR JIM
Members of the team are John regular
Plans
2—Conso
were
also
lidatin
riade
precinct
to
g
vislt
blue ribbon; Senior Yearling
formthe
sume
their dutiemembership rates and enresponsibiliwhim.
al.ftla Arai
Heifer—Joe Lynn Duke, Fulton, Burrow, Brent Burrow and Larry titles him to the privileges of the erly designated as No. 1 and pre- local rest homes on Thanksgiving. ties the first clay of October.
Samons, all of South Fulton, and Associat
ion until he reaches the cinct formerly designated as No.
LETS. UPDATE OUR SUR- blue Ribbon ,and Willow Wilde Carnece Johnson
3-A.
of Hornbeak. age of 21. At that time
Farms, blue ribbon.
he will be
John Burrow was overall high in- eligible
4 —Precinct formerly designatROUNDINGS
to convert to a lifetime
Senior Yearling
dividual
in the contest.
Heifer—Joe
ed as No. 2.
membership in the Association.
RAISAuND POPE.
We spend more time around our Lynn Duke, blue ribbon and WilThe Forestry Judging team from
Owner of the Clear Sew R3nch nesr
6 —Precinct formerly designatMark was one of the 92 young
homes than any other single place low-Wilde
Ronda, Oltiahoma. A director of
ed as No. 4-A. •
Farms, two blue rib- Obion County took fifth place people in the United States
to
during a lifetime. Most folks are bons; Junior Get
the National Cowboy Hall of Sarno,
8 —Precinct formerly designatOf Sire—Willow money of $9.00. Members of the receive junior memberships last
he .s owner of the world
more proud of their home than Wilde Farms, blue
ed as Na. 4 consolidated with preribbon; Cow 3 team are James Faulkner, Gene month.
ChImp,on Brarlus Bull, says,
anything else they own. This is Years Old—Joe
cinct formerly designated as No. 3.
Wayne Bolin, Cannon and Jimmy Thorpe, all of
where we go for relaxation and to Clinton, blue
10 —Precinct formerly desigribbon, and Willow South Fulton, and Bob Miller of
spend time with our loved ones. Wilde Farms,
nated as No. 5.
two blue ribbons; Obion.
So many of us however, take our Cow 4 Years
12 —Precinct formerly designatOld—Willow Wilde
home and our yards as a matter Farms, two blue
ed as No. 8.
ribbons, and Patof fact. We give attention to our tie Hixson, Fulton,
Pt fool
14 —Precinct formerly designatblue ribbon;
yard when we have an extra Cow 5 Years
ed as No. 8.
old and Over—Wilhour or so from our other duties. low Wilde
16 —Precinct formerly desigFarm, blue ribbon.
So much of this work is left unnated as No. 7.
The Kentucky Show was redone due to other pressing jobs.
18 —Precinct foi merly desigserved for those owners living in
nated as No. 9. •
With a little more planning and the state. Local
An estimated $1000 in damages
Thomas G. Coates, Fulton, has
winners in that
20 —Precinct formerly desiggood judgment we can improve show were as
was done at the Martin High been elected to membership in nated as No.
follows:
12.
our yards and surroundings and Jerseys
lesvn%
School Building last week When the American Angus Association; 22 —Precin
ct formerly desigwe would in the long run receive
-.41‘11
vandals entered the building and at St. Joseph, Missouri, announc- nated as No. 11
consolidated with
Bull 3 Years Old—George E. ripped water
so much pleasure from the beauty
coolers off the sec- es Frank Richards, secretary.
MELLOW-MASH
precinct formerly designated as
resulting from such planning and Burnette, Fulton, first place; Heif- ond floor walls.
Mr. Coates was one of the 15 Ng. 10.
work. There is so much that we er, Senior Yearling—C. N. BurnWater from the severed pipes breeders of purebred .Aberdeen24 —Precinct formerly desigcould do with little cost that ette and Sons, Fulton, blue ribflooded the floor and damaged the Angus in Kentucky elected to nated as Precinct No. 11-A.
The Greatest American Whiskey
would make our farm homes so bon; Cow 3 Years Old—Don
ceiling below, causing plaster to membership during
the
26 —Consolidating formerly depast
Burnette, blue ribbon; Cow 4
inviting and beautiful.
se
month.
fall
on
the
first
signated
floor.
Precinct
No.
14 and PreYears Old—Don Burnette, blue
A quick investigation was be- MIIMMINgri
A name for our farm home can ribbon; Get Of Sire—C.
N. Burn- gun and three of
the vandals, all
mean so much. An attractive sign ette and Sons, blue
ribbon.
students were picked up. The
at the entrance would make our
others are still being sought.
friends more welcome. A sign on Guernseys
or above the mailbox will add
Bull
Calf
—
Joe Wayne Bolin,
much to the personality of a farm
home. Guests would feel as they Clinton, first place; Pattie Hixson,
EAST BEELERTON
Fulton
blue
ribbon;
Bull Senior
approach the home, that there is
Mrs E W. McMorries
Yearlin
g—Willo
w
Wilde Farm,
much pride and interest in the
first
place;
Junior
Champion Bull
home if there is an attractive enMr. George Gardner attended a
—Willow Wilde Farm; Reserve
trance to the drive.
Junior
Champion
Bull — Joe birthday dinner Friday in honor
of Mrs. I. M. Jones.
Then too properly arranged Wayne Bolin, Clinton.
Mrs. Leonard Duke is a patient
srubs and flowers add much to
Bul1,3 Years- and Over—Willow in the Fulton Hospital.
a farm homestead. Regardless of
Wilde Farm,- blue ribbon; Junior
Mr. J. N. Rhodes is a patient in
its size or architecture, beautiful
Heifer Calf—Willow Wilde Farms, the Fulton Hospital.
year around flowers mean much
blue ribbon; Senior Heifer Calf—
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorto one who passes by or visits you
Pattie Hixson, blue ribbon, and ries, Eugene and
Glenda visited
from time to time. So much can
Willow Wilde Farms, blue ribbon; in Gleason Sunday.
be added to just any home by the
Junior Yearling. Heifer—Willow
Mrs. Rich Gardner, Joe Lynn
addition of perennial or annual
Wilde Farm, first place; Senior Marynon, and Mr.
flowers properly arranged and
and Mrs.
Yearling Heifer—Joe Lynn Duke, George Gardner visited
cultivated in such a manner that
Mr. and
Fulton, blue ribbon, and Willow Mrs. Rupert Gardner
they indicate that this is a well
Sunday.
Wilde Farms, two blue ribbons.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnson have
kept and preserved place for the
Junior Get Of Sire—Willow bought the Harold West place. We
owners and their visitors. A neat
welcome
you to our community.
concrete walk leading to the home Wilde Farms, blue ribbon; KenMrs. Earl Johnson visited Mrs.
also spells "welcome" to guests. tucky Guernsey Breeders FuturiWinfred
McMorries Friday.
To the farm family it also means ty of 1962—Willow Farm, third
Play away leisure hours
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hicks are
convenience. During the rainy and fourth places; Cow 2 Years
visiting
in Memphis.
season a sidewalk will eliminate Old—Willow Wilde Farm, two
— dance away festive
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner,
ponds of water that once formed blue ribbons; Cow 3 Years Old—
times—
perfectly shod in
Mrs.
Bill
Gray,
Joe
and Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Bolin, blue ribbon,
at the back step and many ugly
this black leather skimtracks can be saved into the and Willow Wilde Farms, two Billy Jones attended church Sunhouse. To the older folks a con- blue ribbons; Cow 4 Years Old— day night in Hazel, Kentucky.
mer pump with secondVickie Burgess visited Mary
crete sidewalk is of particular im- Willow Wilde Farms, first place
Style 4237
skin fit—clean, smart
portance, since they are not as and blue ribbon, and Pattie Hix- Jane Walker Saturday.
Mrs. Mary B. Kirby, Mrs. Callie
lines.
sure of foot as they once were. In son, blue ribbon; Cow 5 Years
4238
the summer they present an at- Old and Over—Willow Wilde Walker and Mrs. Ruth Statham
and children visited in the home
tractive appearance in contrast to Farm, blue ribbon.
WILLIAMS does wonders with flats—witness this
of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hendera path across the grass lawn.
Senior Champion Female—Wilson and Mrs. Ila Boaz Sunday.
fringe
d bow beauty that plays up to fashion's love
low
Wilde
Farm;
Grand
There are so many, many
Chamof texture. Yours in black crushed leather.
changes that we could make that pion Female—Willow Wilde Farm;
would cost little, and at the -tune Get Of Sire—Willow Wilde Farm,
time add much to our homes. This first place and Pattie Hixson, blue
season of the year, just before ribbon; Dairy Herd — Willow
winter begins is a good time to Wilde Farm, second place; Best
consider changes that would in- Three Females, Any Age—Willow
dicate that your home is a place Wilde Farm, first place.
where people live abundantly and
The Western Kentucky District
Friday & Saturday
that guests are always welcome. placed first in the Kentucky
DisDouble Feature!
trict Group Class.
In this day of hurry and doing
THE TARTARS o THE VIKINGS'
all we can to improve farm inIn the Guernsey Division of the
come, why not take time to plan new Milk Protein Production Conwhereby we could live better and test, Fulton County swept
the
at the same time add much beau- honors. Cecil Burnette and Elmer
ty to our community? It will re- Hixson had the Grand
Chamquire only a small amount of our pion, Willow-Wilde Farm
had the
time to accomplish these goals and fourth place animal and Pattie
much happiness and enjoyment Hixson won fifth place with
—Co Feature—
her
would be our reward.
animal.
(Contznued from Page one)
Guernseys

'Now
*a tie
'Paess

abib sioni

Vandalism At
Martin High

Coates Elected
To American
Angus Asso.
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$1:55

NO BITE!"

Yellowstone

Beauqui - -

idleettaitg 7l4
- - Sotate
Seel:4 7, SaveNqd
For Fun or Festivity
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el

Only $2.99

Only $2.99

You're always
right with

0.
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WELLES MATURE
::THE,TARTARS"
Laurence Harvey

Shoes...
They go
everywhere

"JUNGLE
FIGHTERS"
STARTS SUNDAY

afiNVIA
FLATS
ARE
SO
FITTING
$318

427$

Perked with perforations — WILLIAMS' little
low
pump full of quiet grace that's ready to go whereever you go this fall, and keep you good
company.
Black leather.

Only $2.99
OW,

Only $2.99

.

RED BUTTONS • FABIAN • BARBARA EDEN
CEDRIC flARDWICKE • PETER LORRE
RICHARD HAYDN • CARRARA LURK ind
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Fine in fit, fine in fashion—hallmark of the
WILLIAMS' flat. Love the tailored trimness of
this fall
version of black leather, crescent toe, laced
and
bow-tied.
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SHOES
FOR
THE
FAMILY
LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

SHOES
'OR
THE
FAMILY
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Candidates Are Telephone Women Engagement Of Sandra McAlister And Treva Hedge To Page 8 The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 20, 196:
Chosen For Mr., Meet And Elect David W. Holland Announced Today Represent Fulton Bulldogs Win Third Straight Game:
Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister of Water Valley, Ken- In Memphis
Miss Fulton Hi New Officers
Show South Fulton Is Homecoming Victor
tucky, announce the engagement and approaching marMrs. Lila Hastings was named
Four girls and I ir boys are
presently in the running for the president of the Telephone Wotitle of Miss and Mr. Fulton High man's Club at a dinner meeting
School. The candidates include a held Monday night, September 17
boy and a girl from each of the at the Derby.
Mrs. Anita Allen .was elected
four classes.
Freshmen candidates are Peggy vice president and Mrs. Zearle
ReaMs, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robey was chosen secretaryCharles Reams and Rodney Fos- treasurer.
ter. son of Mr. and Mrs. Mose B. . Fourteen Members were present.
The next meeting was planned for
Foster, Water Valley.
Sally Pirtle, daughter of Mr. November 19 at the home of Mrs.
and Mrs. Carl Pirtle, Water Val- Helen Allen with Mrs. Zearle
ley, and Joe Copeland, son of Mr. Robey and M .-. Dorotha Willey
and Mrs. U. S. Copeland, Water as co-hostesses:
Valley, are the sophomore candidates.
The juniors have their hopes
pinned on Sally Hall. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hall, and Ward
Bushart, son of Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
Bushart.
Seniors candidates are Martha
DeMyer. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The Fulton County High School
Gilbert DeMyer. and Lynn Craven,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Craven. FHA Chapter met September 11
for their regular meeting with
The stucient body will vote for
Judith Morefield presiding. It was
their fa \ i•rite candidates in elecvoted that the group would go to
ils Thursday morning.
the Mid-South Fair on September

Fulton County
School News

22.
Other activities planned during
1,be meeting were a car wash and
light bulb sale, in order to raise
money for the mother and daughter banquet.
After the business sessiqn the
devotional was given by Terry
):7; AN( ELES—An industrious
Sarratte followed by a report of
•!auf struck it rich when he dug the FHA State Convention by
up Will in: I l- arnwell's back yard. Sue Sublett and Catherine Jones,
Ilai.nwc11. 84, told officers he who were delegates. The meeting
was opened and closed With the
r• turned home from his vacation
official ritual.
to
1;!as, jar c,ntaining $4,-1
Officrrs present were Judith
000
fifm the ,pot where
Amefield, president; Sara Hutch•
it.
inson• first vice president; Harriet
llaldridge, second vice president:
41111•111•8111WIMININI\ Betty Robertson, secretary; Cath, rine Juries. treasurer; Ann Martall, parliamentarian; Brenda
Poe, historian; ' Alyce Golder
leader; Sue Sublett and Patsy
)'Conner. recreation; and Janis
Yarbro, reporter.

Back-yard Bank
Yields Reward
For Digging Thief

riage of their only daughter, Sandra Leigh, to David
Ward Holland, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Holland of Fulton.
Sandra is a graduate of Wingo High School and is
presently employed at Ferry Morse Seed Co. of Fulton.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. J. R. Alexander and
the late Mr. Alexander of Fulton and Mrs. C. C. McAlister and the late Mr. McAlister of Water Valley.
David graduated from Fulton High School in 1957.
He served three years in the armed forces and is at present assistant manager of Friendly Loan and Thrift of
Union City, Tennessee. He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. J. N. Wooten of Fulton and the late Mr. and Mrs.
H. J. Holland of Water Valley.
An early October wedding is planned.

They Did It
The Easy Way!

Prefers The
Strict Life
To The Camp
Frankfort, Ky.—When a teenager ran away one night from a
lakeside boys' camp for delinquents, Kentucky welfare officials searched vainly for him
for two days.
Then, shoes torn and feet blistered, the boy showed up 225
miles away at his much stricter
former training institution.
"Hi, mom," he told a house
parent. "I've come back home."

• CH''STNUT GLADr.,
NIre. Harvey 's :tug

Miss Treve Lou Hedge, daughThe Fulton Bulldogs and the ran for the extra point.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Smith Taylor,
was chosen as top winner in the South Fulton Red Devils continued
The Gleason team was neve
fifth annual Jaycee Talent Show their winning ways last weekend able to threaten as they got pat
Monday night and she will repre- as the Big Blue rolled easily over the 50 yard line only once durin
sent Fulton in the Mid-South Fair the Martin Panthers, 39-13, and the course of the game.
the Big Red copped their HomeTalent show Saturday.
The South Fulton game wit
coming Game with Gleason, 13-0.
The South Fulton eighth grader
Covington's passing arm ac- preceded by crowning ceremon
presented a medley of Rogers and
counted for five of the six Ful- ies for Miss Carol Schrader, 196
Hammerstein tunes. She is a
ton TD's with Don Burnette tak- Homecoming Queen. Her maid
voice student of Mrs. Nelson Tripp
ing three of the passes, Tommy were Lee Cantrell, Anna Hard'
and a member of the South FulPowell, one, and Terry Beadles, Mary Eliabeth Fields and Lind
ton Junior High Chorus.
one. The sixth touchdown was Nanney.
Winners in the various cate- made by Duane McAlister. Extra
This Friday night will be Home
gories were: Dancing solo, Cathy points were scored by Kenneth coming at Fulton High School a
Campbell, daughter of Mr. and Allen, Beadles and McAlister.
the Bulldogs will take on anothe
Mrs. J. E. Campbell; InstrumentMartin's scores both came in set of Bulldogs—those from Pro
al, James Everett, saxophone the final quarter. Coach Chester vidence, Kentucky. Miss Sandr.
solo; Vocal group, The Harmon- Caddas of Fulton played his sec- Cash will be crowned before th
ettes of Wing°, Vocal solo, popu- ond and third string teams during game.
lar music, Teresa Pennington, the final minutes of the game.
South Fulton will play anothe
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Clayburn Peeples and Larry Reelfoot Conference game, tin
Pennington of South
Fulton; Wade scored the two South Fulone with Sharon, Tennessee. Th.
Novelty group, David Wiley, pan- ton touchdowns. Marty Warren
game will be played at Sharon.
tomine.
Cathy Campbell, The HarmonLos Angeles—It's registration ettes ,and Teresa Pennington
week at the University of Cali- were invited to apear also in the
fornia at Los Angeles. So is wasn't Mid South Fair Talent Contest.
surprising when 400 coeds checked in at a campus table where a
All 1964 graduates of Fulton are granted on the basis of intel
sign proclaimed: -Frosh Women
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
High School who wish to enter lectual merit,
Register Here."
but student financiz'
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
the 1963-64 National Merit SchoThe table was manned by two
needs
determine
the amount of in
larship
-competition should regis19-year-old students, Steven ChoWe are having plenty (if rain ter now at the school office, J. M. dividual stipends. The stipends ar.
dos and Fred Fryden.
Each of the coeds was asked to and looks as if we might have Martin, principal, announced to- renewable each year without fur
ther testing.
day.
sign her name, address and tele- more.
phone number.
The National Merit Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Williams of
In addition to the awards mad.
The table and the young men Detroit are visiting her dad, Ed- Qualifying Test will be given in by the National Merit Scholarshi,
had nothing to do with registra- gar Williams, and her sister, Mrs. the school at 9 a, m. Tuesday, competition, about 150 busines
tion. It wasjust their way of get- Aaron Brann and Mr. Brann at March 5.
corporations, foundations and -in
ting some female phone numbers. this time.
gi ve
scholarship
To receive consideration for dividuals
through
this program.
Mrs. Zel Singleton remains quite Merit Scholarship, students must
ill in the Jones Hospital. Her con- take the test when it is offered
In the period 1956-62, near':
and pay a $1 fee on the day of the 6000
dition is not any better.
students have received Meni
Mrs. Philip Miles is slowly im- test. Any interested student who Schalarship awards and thousand
proving and was able to be at is unable to pay the fee should of other high-scoring student
preaching at Bethlehem Sunday. consult Mr. Martin.
have been assisted in obtainin
Awards in the Merit Program financial aid from other source
Mr. and Mrs. Magness of CalloL.
W.
of
guests
way County were
Rowland and Allie Saturday. Mr.
Hickman's City Council has vot- Rowland's condition remains about
ed to put on the ballot the ques- the same.
tion of whether the citizens want
Mrs. Lunie Wray is visiting in
to acquire the Kentucky Utilities Detroit as the guest of her sons
system. The vote will come in the Claude and Tommy.
general election November 6.
The A. A. McGuires, the Bill
City and state appraisers place Matthews and Miss Mabel Cavproperty
at ender were dinner guests of the
the value of the
$248,181, while KU appraisers say 0. F. Taylors recently.
$309,492.
it is valued at
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Blalock of
Hickman is the last of five Mayfield were Sunday guests of
towns which were exempted by Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson.
territorial
from
a
Congress
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates visitfreeze on future TVA service in ed Mrs. Neva Singleton in the
1959. All the • tiler exempted Jones Hospital Saturday aftertowns have obtained or are in the noon.
process of obtaining TVA power.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Oliver of
Paducah were Sunday guests of
her grandmother, Mrs. Hattie
BIG STACK!
Puckett.
Tremon D. Ellegood spent FriIf the wood used in the United
States in one year were stacked day with Mrs. Bertha Rickman
Bro. Norman Crittenden filled
to cover an average city block the
pile would reach into outer space his regular appointment at Bethlehem Sunday.
for 483 miles.

ter

Farm work is progressing nicely due to the stinshine following a
very rainy weekend.
Mrs. Eula Rogers and Thurston
Brundige went to Nashville Tuesday for a few days visit with her
daughter Virginia and family and
on business.
Brother Jerry Gallimore from
The Future Teachers of Amer- Dresden will preach at Ruthville
ica Club of Fulton County High the 4th Sunday morning and
,
;chool met Tuesday, September night.
11. for their first meeting of the
Relatives
of
Mrs.
Montez
year. Their sponsor, Mrs. Myrt Trapp were real surprised last
Belle Brmclurant, and 18 members. Tuesday when she and her huswere present.
band came by in route to ShefOfficers for the coming year field, Ala., from Frisco, Colorado.
Gives complete heating satiswere elected as follows: President, They plan to spend the winter in
faction!
Maurice Carr Bondurant; Vice- Sheffield where she will enroll in
president, Kim Kearby; Secre- Florence State Teachers College
tary, Joyce Lynn Davis; Treasur- College and her son Barry Qualls
• Less ashes
er, Judith Anderson; Historian; will be a Senior in Sheffield High
• Dustless
Caroline Mooney; Parliamentar- School.
• Burns so Free
ian, Freddie Barnett; Song DirecMr. and
Mrs. Wilmer Jones
tor, Lois Kemp; and Librarian. from Mt.
• More heat
Vernon, Illinois. spent
Donna Forsythe.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
The committees were appointed
Terrel. Mrs. Jessie Brown
"AN HONEST VALUE" and many plans are being made Durell
is spending a few days with the
for this year to be a most suc- Terrell's.
cessful one.
Let us fill your bin now;
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs,
cold weather will moon be
Harvey Vaughan.
MISS AMERICA!
here!
Phone 51.
Mrs. Irvin Brundige was honorNASHVILLE, Tenn. Last year's ed with a birthday supper SaturMiss America, Marie Beal Fletch- day. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brundige,
er, has arrived at Nashville and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nix, Mr. and
enrolled as a freshman at Van- Mrs. Ches Morrison, Mr. and Mrs.
derbilt University. She said she Durrel Terrel, Mr. and Mrs. Van
hopes for a normal campus life.
Brann and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan enjoyed this occasion
with the Brundiges.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan attended
We are in the market to fill your
the Drapery School at Dresden
Tuesday as a representative of the
Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club.
Mrs. Belle Blackard is a patiWe have a good and complete supply of
ent at the Obion County Hospital
and is reported to be in a critical
condition.
Any interested person is cordialincluding barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
ly invited to the regular monthly
meeting of the Chestnut Glade
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.
Home Demonstration Club which
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Paul Beams and Mrs. Jimmie
Westbrook Thursday September
20 at 1:30 P. M. The new Home
Agent, Miss Carrie May Jones, is
expected at this meeting.

'OLD Al3E

COAL

CITY COAL CO.
lemmimiimmimpr

PURCHASE ORDERS

Merit Scholarship Plan Underway
For Fulton High Graduates Of 1W

flickman Will
Vote On KU
Purchase Soon

FOR SALE

RETAIL mon BUSINESS
Located in Fulton, Ky.

Last Year's gross approximately
$170,000.00

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation SI Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

4\.
Greenfield
AD 5-2293

FERTILIZERS AND SEED

1.1(luttcicriSolls
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602

Improvement Sought
For Reelfoot Lake
State Park Area
fe‘ )3i7r)t
,

aP • __

SPAS VINEGAR Tangy Salad Dressing
P. c..,p 5, • . •,,,,gar
2 table:;..
pre3 taE,!••
pared horseradish

SW

leuy5o0n Sugar
P. teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons
mayonnaise

thorouohly
Combine all ingredients
to salad.
adding
before
chill
and
4 servings.

1_

SPEAS VI
Apple Cider or Distilled
At Grocers Everywhere

\t.P
ECTO

mra

Improvements for the Reelfoot
Lake State Park area are no under discussion by the Tennessee
State Parks division. Included in
the recommendations made by
Park Superintendent Ralph Burrut is the purchase of a dredge
pump to take silt from the lake
and enlarge areas already in use
It would be possible to make a
fill for a four-lane drive along
congested areas of Highway 22
and for an air strip at the lake
Hundreds of acres of good fishinc
water that have been filled in by
silt on the north end of the hike
could be reclaimed, said Mr
Burrus.
Other recommendations include
the purchase of .a 30 passenger
excursion boat for tours on the
lake. The boat could also double
as a rescue boat should the need
arise.
Several other improvements for
the lake area are also under consideration.

FULTON COUNTY COURT IN RE:—
THE MATTER OF

Consolidation of Election Precincts
WHEREAS, Fulton County Fiscal Court has purchased anll
precincts of the county after certain of the said preciugis
designated the use of voting machines in the various election
have been consolidated bY order of the County Court, it 'I's
hereby ordered that the hereinafter designated precincts shall
be consolidated and all of the said precincts in the cour ty will
be re-numbered as hereinafter set out:

Precinct No.
2 — Consolidating precinct formerly designated as No. 1 and
precinct formerly designated as No. 3-A.
4 — Precinct formerly designated as No, 2.
6 — Precinct formerly designated as No. 4-A.
8 — Precinct formerly designated as No. 4 consolidated with
precinct formerly designated as No. 3.
10 — Precinct formerly designated as No. 5.
12 — Precinct formerly designated as No. 6.
14—Precinct formerly designated as No. 8.
16—Precinct formerly designated as No. 7.
18—Precinct formerly designated as No. 9.
20—Precinct formerly designated as No. 12.
22—Precinct formerly designated as No. 11 consolidated with
preeenct formerly designated as No. 10.
24—Precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 11-A.
16—Consolidating formerly designated Precinct No. 14 and
Precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 13.
28—Precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 20.
30—Coosolidating precinct formerly designated as Precinct.,
No. 15 and precinct formerly designated as Precinct No.
16.
22—Precinct formerly designated as Precinct No. 17.

JOHN C. BONDURANT
Judge

Phone 765, Fulton, Ky.

HEARING AID
COUNSELOR
To Hold FREE Hearing Aid Consultation
Saturday, September 22
9:00 a. m. — 4:00 p. m.
AT
Bess Henley's Apartment, Fulton

FRESH BATTERIES
If you are a hearing aid user come in during our special hearing
aid consultation and purchase your fresh hearing aid batteries
and have your hearing aid cleaned and checked, If you can't
come in, phone for home appointment. No obligation.
Beltone is pleased to announce that Mr. Don Hicks, Hearing Aid
specialist, has come direct from the Beltone Laboratories in Chicago. Mr. Hicks will be at the Bess Henley Apt, to make free
electronic hearing evaluations and will analyze your hearing loss
with the very latest hearing test equipment. This new Binaural
Selectometer will automatically tell you what prescription instrument will be best suited for your hearing needs. Mr. Hicks
invites you to come in for a free electronic hearing test and
demonstration of the new Beltones. No obligation.
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY—Here is your chance to try
the newest and finest Beltone hearing glasses and Beltone's fabulous all new behind-the-ear companion. If you hesitate to use
a hearing aid for fear of being stared at, this latest lightweight,
comfortable, attractive model maybe the answer to your pray-

SPONSORED BY

BELTONE HEARING SERVICE
Paducah, Ky.
—Serving You Since 1942—

Somerset Man Is
Picked To Head
Historical Group
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Adequate Linen Supply Is Important
To College-Bound Students This Fall

CAYCE NEWS

•PIERCE STATION

utartee Bondurant

Page'

Shirley J. Everett of 604 Walnt
St., Hickman.
Mr. William Harris of Winters,
Several from here attended the
September is a busy month for snatching companion draperies. Texas, and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd circus in Fulton Wednesday af
Leonard R. Hislope, Somerset, the
college set who are preparing They can be found in attractive, Naylor of Dallas, Texas, were ternon.
SAN FRANCISCO— Clifford 1
CLINTON
SHERMAN AFB,
long active in the Kentucky Histo either enter their favorite col- solid colors, as well as plaids or guests of Mrs. Daisie Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lowe and Okla.—Airman
First Class Gerald Newton, seaman apprentice, US1`
torical Society, has been named
and Clarice this week.
Harold Rogers spent Friday in D.
lege as freshmen or are just re- stripes.
unnagan of Hickman, Ky., son of Mrs. Helen C. Willey. (
chairman of the Society's new turning
for another year as upMrs. Walter Scott and children Memphis.
For greatest satisfaction, the
has been selected Outstanding Route 1, Wingo, Ky., is servin
Committee on Historic Sites and per classmen.
Miss
of
Joy Fly of Union City Airman of the Quarter
Louisville, Kentucky, are visittextile technicians advise shopper*
Shrines. Hislope is a public reat Clinton aboard the radar picket ship US!
Locator, operating out of Sa•
Along with the job of choosing to check labels to see that these ing her mother, Mrs. Blanche highway spent Friday night with Sherman.
lations and industrial promotion
Jane
Menees.
Greer
and attended the
consultant for Kentucky Utilities a back-to-school wardrobe just spreads are colorfast to sunlight
Airman Dunnagan, a United Francisco, Calif.
Homecom
Mr.
ing
Game
and
at South FulMrs. James McMurray
right for their on campus days, and laundering and are preshrunk.
The ship is one of 11 pet forn!.
Co.
States Air Force cock, was segoes the job of selecting the neces- If not preshrunk, the fabric may are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles ton.
lected for the honor in recognition ing radar picket duty offthe We
'
Mrs.
State'
McMurra
Orleans
Myrtle
y
Attorney Gen. John B. sary linens and bedsprea
and
spent one
family in Phoenix,
Coast as a seaward extension el(
ds to shrink from 4 to 6 percent during
day last week in Fulton with Mr. Of his exemplary conduct and perBreckinridge, president of the "dress-up
Ariona.
" the college living quar- laundering.
formance of duty. He was award- mint of the North Aturrican A.
Kentucky Historical Society, an- ters.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ashe of and Mrs. Henry Grissom, When buying bed linens, it is
Defense C'ominand
1NORAD
nounced Hislope's appointment.
Mrs. Virginia Hay, Miss Roberta ed a $25 U. S. Savings Bond by Her mission
important to know the size of the Memphis are spending their vacais to detect and is
Colonel John A. Carroll, deputy
Usually this particular task is bed and
Breckinridge said that the new
DeMyer
tion
and
with
Jack
Matthews
her
parents
visitMr. and Mrs.
mattress. Correst size
port ;ill aircraft approaching 0:
chairman will guide the committte left up to mom, and from the eliminates strain from tugging and Sam Austin Jones.
ed John Matthews in the Obion commander for maintenance, for United
States and Canada frot
his achievement.
in reviewing proposals for pre- practical standpoint, mom knows a pulling and encourages more comMrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clar- County rest home one 'day last
The airman is the son of. Mrs. seaward. In addition. she is cowl
serving historic sites and in de- college dorm bedspread should be fortable sleep. To find correct ice visited Mr. and Mrs. Denver week and report him doing nicely.
pod to control t.7. S. Air Fort' veloping and maintaining such sturdy. From a student viewpoint, size, take length of the mattress, Bradshaw and Mrs. J. B. Inmann
Mrs. Charles Lowe has been Adelene Dunnagan of Route I, interceptors
in the cvent if n
Hickman.
this item should also be colorful add six inches
sites.
, hostile aircraft approach
for thickness and near Ridgeley, Tennessee. Wed- transferred from Hillview Hosing oi:
He and his wife, the 'former ,hort,.
and attractive.
pital to the home of her daughter.
ten inches for tuck-in and folding nesday.
We are glad little Ricky Adams Mrs. Mildred Freetpan on West Reba E. Gray of ROute 2, CouTextile experts at the American over the blanket. The width of the
shatta, La., have one child, Carol
Jnstitute of Laundering, research sheet should be twenty-four inch- is improving nicely in the Meth- State Line and is improving. She
FAST RELIEF! Terrifying Spasms of Bron- and education center for the pro- es wider than the mattress. This odist Hospital in Memphis follow- hopes to be home in a few days.
Support The Bulidogs3
Mrs. Naomi Cunningham and
chial Asthma relieved quickly (usually fessional laundry industry, say allows a five to seven inch take- ing surgery.
AMARILLO AFLI,
within I minute) with NEPHRON Inhalant. that a good quality woven bed- up on each side, depending on
We are sorry to learn of the children and Mrs. Kenny Roberts man Third Class John N.
the
Even the most stubborn cases respond. spread fits this descripti
on. A thickness of the mattress, and a sudden death of Dr. Tom Wain- and baby of Paducah spent Sun- field of Hickman, Ky., is ben,
Regardless of what you have tried or
wright of Mangum. Oklahoma. He day with Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem. reassigned to Robins AFB, C
five inch tuck-in.
how hopeless your case, NEPHRON could woven fabric takes harder wear
Mrs. Mattie Rogers is visiting following his graduation from tl
Correct size is particularly im- suffered a heart attack and died
answer your need with amazing results. and less care than a tufted or
chenille spread. Comparatively in- portant for fitted sheets, which suddenly. His wife, who was the her daughter, Mrs. Lester Alfred United States Air Force techni,',.
See your Druggist for NEPHRON.
training course for jet airer.,:'
expensive and practical for long are a timesaver for the student former Mary Ella Jones, lived in Dyersburg.
City Drug Company. Fulton
Mrs. Howird Rogers of Fulton mechanics here.
service, woven spreads often have trying to make an early morning here as a young girl and attended
Sizes little 13 to big ,12
class. Another time and worksav- school here where she is well was hostess to a miscellaneaus
Airman Brasfield ws traiiwri •
shower for Mrs. Jack Forrest Fri- maintain and service
er for students who seldom have known.
Moons, ties, boots
jet airerat'
Tommie Jones and Mrs. Ray- day night. Mrs. Forrest is the and aircraft systems.time to give,their washables prop'
Rogers.
mom"
Libby
er care is a 'professional laundry.
Harrison. niece and nephew former
Son of Mrs. 'Ethel R.
The ideat pillow case is two of Mrs. Wainwright, attended the
of Rt. 4, Hickman. thc.; airm..ii
inches wjcler than the pillow to funeral and burial in Oklahoma.
a graduate of Fulton County lin.
FEW MORE SWIMS!
Main Street
!Whin
avoid strain during use. It should
-S.chool.
FOR YOUR
also be long enough to completely
He is married to the,
Willow Plunge Swimming Pool
• FARM AND AUTO INSUR
cover the pillow.
ROCK SPRING NEWS will remain open on weekends as • - -—
ANCE
For quality bed linens, check to
By Nettie Lee Copelen
long as the weather permits and
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
see that threads are of the same
the crowds are sufficient to pay
'FARM LOANS
thickness and that the filling
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders and the expenses.
OFFICE PHONE 5
threads
are straight and not on
208 MAIN STREET
the bias. Also, check sheeting for Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston visitFULTON, KENTUCKY
firm, compact selvage edges and ed awhile Saturday morning with
Accurate
hems that are straight with even Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mr,, Brawner were
WORKMANSHIP
stitching. These paints are especially appropriate for students Saturday night supper guests of
At Low Crust
Mr.
and
Mrs. Elmoore Copel,,n
who'll be using pastel, striped or
and family.
design sheets for draperies.
Clocks
Watches
and Time
Martha Kay C,bpelen spent WedCall Us To Save
Shoppers should make sure that
Pieces of All Kinds Accuthe school-bound collegians have-i heyday night with Mrs. Bess! rately Repaired at Low Cost
Money On Repairs
an adequate -supply of thick. Speed of Union City.
Pat Snow :17. !
"thirsty," tov,els. When buying, , Mr. and Mr
Mrs. Ella Veatch visiteh awhile
GREEN LABEL
A satisfied customer is our
check
especiall
ANDREWS
y
for
colorfastness. Tuesday often 'n
best
with *Mrs. Ella
And,
choose
close,
large, and
testimonial. That is why we give
Jewelry Company
,
thickly-packed loops, says the Bell Guyn.
-Several fron- this communit, ANIP.11111111111121.10/1.1
N ou fast, efficient,
110PMERME
.
technical serAmerican
L...„,.,
Institute
of
Laundering.
„
which Indicate that the towels attended the circus at Fulton
vice and low rates on TV repairs.
Wednesda
y,
ill be absorbt tit and will give
It all adds-up to saving you
Mrs. Willer)
•
Veatch spent
, 1 service.
awhile Saturd:,v afternoon wi!l,
money!
ONLY
Mr. and Mrs.
E. Green.
REPAIR
Martha Kay Cepelen spent the
ANTENNAS INSTALLED
All Makes and Models
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Copelen of Water Valley.
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
OKLAHOMA STUDENT!
itegireim IP•
41ndoidy
Philip Osborne left last week ,
30E Main Street
for Tulsa. Oklahoma. where h
It
141.1F1.4.iiin'iy..:s lac
will enroll at the University of
Cbytoand and Boland by
George Brand, State Senator, Tulsa this fall. He was accomHEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.
announced toda9 that he will run panied by Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Ill Lake St.
Phone 4.50
Eltadyionn NnIson County, bnnta,yky
for re-election next year. Brand, Claiborne.
now finishing his first term in the
•
Senate, said his formal announcement will be made early next
year.
Brand represented the First
Senatorial District, which includes
Hickman, Graves, Marshall and
Fulton counties. He first sought the
Rcund trip from Drgroit to tr.• si of
Senate office in 1955 but was de...THE ONES THAT WHIPPED THE BAJA RUN...TOUGHEST UNDER THE SUN... the EldidPeo,„;,',1iSi C.
feated. He tried again in 1959 and
was elected.
SHOW THE WORTH OF NEW ENGINES, FRAMES AND SUSPENSIONS!
.......
A native of Graves County,
Brand grew up in Mayfield and
MEXi(0
was graduated from Mayfield High
School in 1922. After graduation
he went to work in a clothing
store. In 1929 he became a partner
'
in a clothing store.
Since 1949 he has been in the
real estate and development
business and has operated the
Dutch Motel.
illions of years Otto nature
The 58-year-old senator said he
fashioned a proving ground
will make an active campaign
for trucks that man can never
next year, but won't be aligned
duplicate. Today it is known ns
with any political faction.
the Baja huh hall) California
Peninsula, Mexico.
• ••••
These pictures give you only a
MOVED
SO. and Mrs. Richard A. Klarbare
•
the pla.
place.The
The
• e.
mann, 405 Norman St., and their
is fine for 140 miles below the
children Ricky and Cindy, recentbiaaler. Then the 1,:iting,
ly moved to St. Louis where he
begins. Rocks and hard baked
will be a Marine Recruiter.
ruts hang,jab and jerk the t rinks
from stem to stern. Loose smut
makes them struggle :111d st nun.
Dust chokes the M. I I,';it roasts
them. Risers drench them.
The Baja Hun. took this Chevrolet truck caravan 17 days to go
the 1,066 miles.
All the trucks performed magnifiWHITE
OUTSIDE
.cently. Not one was forced to
DURABLE
drop out because. of mechanical
A
difficulty.
Trucks that eon take this kind of •
beat I ng can take on your toogliWI WI I
est tnt Is jobs. Come in now and
TO HELP PROTECT
see tough quality-built .63 ChevTHE "PRIME OF LIFE"
rolet tru‘•ks with all their no% int•
pruyements.
You've been hoping for a formula like this—with extra poHere's the biggest paint value ever. cine Fa can't afford to
tency to support a positive sense
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
of well-being and mental alert4=1
1
6
11
=
.
I I
ness. It provides important 'leoexterior. Use Martin-Seriour "3000- for economy, beauty,
Sometime
the
s
caravan
crept along for hours in low gear. It
tropes, as well as the more comdurability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.
took 17 days to go 1,066 miles! This is the road near Loreto.
plete vitamin-mineral protection
QUALITY TRUCNS COST LESS
desirable for the mature adult.

SERVICE NOTES
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ASTHMA

BOYS SHOES
and slippers

Forrester's Shoe Shop

ATMS, REAMS and TAYLOR I

AskFor
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HEAVEN HILL
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REPAIR

SERVICE

Roper Television
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Mrs. Charles Lowe •

George Brand
Announces For
State Senator

Wade Television

September Special!

Save! Regularly $5.50 Gallon
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MARTIN•SENOUR ()

4000 house

Come in Now—Today! Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
Church Street, Fulton

Phone 35

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

See the "New Reliables" now
...MOWN.
•woos

your Chevrolet dealer's!

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
:
- BUICK, INC.

104 East Fourth Street

Phone. 31

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 20, 1962 STATE FUNDS—
(continued from page
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CARD OF THANKS
We want to express our sincere
thanks for the many gifts, flowers, and prayers shown us during the sudden death of our loved
one, Mrs. Cecil Walters. We will
always remember your acts of
kindness and may God bless each
and everyone.
The Family of Mrs. Cecil Walters.
BOLO TIES add attractiveness
to any sport shirt. Also, see our
Western Shirts, boots, belts and
hats. Going away? See our lockers
and car trunks. — The Edwards
Store, Mayfield.
-FARMS FOR SALE: Some good
buys in farms of few acres and
up. Robert Goolsby Real Estate,
Greenfield, Tenn. Phone -235-2302.

one
the largest sources for sales tax
receipts. Kentucky was one of
the last States to impose the sales
tax. It's a fair tax and as long as
we maintain our progress in education the school teachers will
fight hard to maintain the sales
Q. T. Overby, a former Fulton- tax as it is."
The State Department of Eduian, died suddenly Monday morning, September 17, in Chicago, Ill.
He had made his home in Chicago
for the past 25 years.
Funeral services and burial
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. at
Chicago.
Survivors include his wife and
three children, all of Chicago;
four brothers, G. C. Overby, Hillis
Overby and Charles Overby of
Fulton and Tunny 'Overby of
Denver, Colo.,; four sisters, Mrs.
Russell Boaz, of Fulton, Mrs.
Arlie Crittenden of Fulton, Mrs.
Granada Reed of Fulton and Mrs.
Russell Moore of Denver. His
mother, Mrs. Mattie Overby also
lives in Denver.

DEATHS

G. T. Overby

. DO YOU HAVE an old car
(1935 or older) stored in your
barn or around your place? Regardless of its condition, it can be
sold for cash if it can be made to
run. If you have an old car or
Mrs. Cecil Lynch Walters, 66,
know someone who has, phone the wife of Will Walters, died sudNews office for further informa- denly at 11 a. m. Thursday, Seption.
tember 13, at the Hillview hos•
FOR RENT: Floor banding ma- pital.
She was born in Camden,
-hine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum Lleaners. Ex- Tenn., the daughter of the late Allen and Rena Earp Lynch.
change Furniture Co.
Besides her husband,,she leaves
TV ANTENNAS: We install — six sons, Cecil Oatsvoff of PaduTrade-repair and move. Get our cah, Hershel Oatsvoff of East Praprices. We service all makes TV. irie, Mo., Thelbert Oatsvoff of
/Phone 307: Roper Television.
Paducah, Tolbert Oatsvoff of
Hickman and Donald Walters of
Pa-GALLON glass-lined gas hot Hickman; two daughters, Laraine
water heaters $39.95; Sealy Gold- Oatsvoff of Paducah and Nadine
en sleep mattresses, regularly Oatsvoff of Hickman; two sisters,
$59.50, now $39.88 at Fulton Hard- Mrs. Lily Hatley of Camden,
ware and Furniture Company, Tenn., Mrs. Nellie McDaniel of
Lake Street, Fulton.
Camden and a brother, Clyde
Lynch of Waukegan, Ill.
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
She was a member of the PenTUrner 5-9121
Phone (UC)
tecostal Church.
Daily Schedule
Services were held Saturday,
DC-3 service from Union City
Lv 9:44 p. m. September 15, at 2 p. m. at the
To Memphis
Lv 2:19 p. m. Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
To Nashville
interment in the Obion County
Memorial Gardens.

cation tentatively earmarked a enough funds.'
record of $105,931,243 under the
The legislature has appropriatMinimum Foundation Program for
ed $106,729,457. The allotments
this school year.
are expected to increase by about
The figure is an increase of $3 million by the end of the
$640,562 over last year's final al- school year, putting the program
lotment.
close to the appropriation. Some
flat guarantee
Supt. of Public Instruction Wen- districts receive a
dell Butler said "It will be a close of funds, a category totaling $2.64
budget, but we feel we will have million. Some adustments of other

figures will be necessary later.
The total cost of the program
is $151,018,910. Of this, local governments will pay nearly $48 million.
The allotments are based on
26,139 classroom units. A school
district gets an average of about
$5,500 per unit.
Support The Red Devils!!

GET WELL SOON!
Dr. H. W. Connaughton was admitted to the Methodist Hospital
in Memphis last week. He had
surgery on Monday. His room
number is 69I-East.
CHICAGO PATIENT
William H. Harrison is in the
Illinois Central Hospital, Chicago.
His rom number is 355.

CHOOSE FROM AaP's FALL LINE OF VAII)

ea Ma IOW MI NM ow

ROI

IT'S SMART TO SAVE ON A&P's •

IT'S IN GOOD TASTE TO SERVE A&P's

A

BUDGET
ICES

THE
they

Cray

Mrs. Cecil L. Walters

WE RENT - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.

Wi'l'am W. Wiggins
William W. Wiggins, Cedar
Fulton, died at 6:25 p. m.
Hay. Si ptember 14. following
ere burns suffered when a fire
!ted his three-room house early
Tlay morning; He was 62 years

lie was horn in Grave, County.
Kentucky. June 24, 1800 the son
the late Will and Josephine
ler Wiggins. He was a retired
,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Wiggins: four sons, Jewell
ggins of Mayfield, Loyd WigAll types of Insurance
.!,s of Wingo, Bobby and Billy
Wiggins of Water Valley:
SAVE! GET our
three daughters. Mrs. Otis Canter,
Central City. Ky.. Sirs. Marie
PACKAGE DEAL
Wray of Detroit. Mrs. L.vie Har"Covering everything
rison of Water Valley.
422 Lake EL
He was a member of the Water
Valley Baptist_church.
Services were held at 11 a. m.
Phone 408
Fulton, Ky.
Sunday, September 16. at Jackson
Brothers
Funeral Chapel at
Dukedom.-Rev. Otis Shultz of WaWhen It's
',-r Valley officiated. Interment
in Rhodes cemetery, under
Real Estate in Fulton
rection of Jackson Brothers.
— see —

Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

Dewey Johnson

CHARLES W. BURROW
309 W,i!nA

Phone 61

.'arm Loans
Conventional boans
FHA Loans

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following people were patients in the three Fulton hospitals
—The very best selection of real Wednesday afternoon:
estate for sale at all times!
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Franklin Hicks and baby,
Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs. Russell
Jenkins, Mrs. J. E. Powers, Mrs.
J. W. Elledege, Mrs. Guy Irby,
Mrs. Tillman Adams, Mrs. Lee
For The
Eldon Earle, Mrs. Max McKnight
all of Fulton; Louis Burke, Fu4ton Route 3; Mrs. Reed McAlister, Fulton Route 1; Mrs. SA
Reed, Fulton Route 3; Ann Bull,
Palmersville Route 1; Mr. and
and
Mrs. Guy Yates, Arley Morris,
Mrs. Lee Duke, all of Water Valley Route 2; J. N. Rhodes, Mrs.
Leonard Duke, both of Water Valley Route 1; John Asbell, Fulton
Route 4; J. V. Myatt, Moscow;
Thurman Howell, Mrs. C. A.
Binford, both of Crutchfield; Mrs.
Jim Holcombe, Hickman; Martha
Schlapback, .Clinton; Mrs. James
buy it at
Myatt, Clinton Route 4.

BEST

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Harold Roberts, Dresden;
Mrs. Mattie Story, Mrs. Nancy
Meacham, both of Water Valley;
Mrs. Leona Jeffress, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Kenneth Stanley and baby,
Fulton Route 5,; Mrs. Romy Brundige, Martin; Mrs. Paul McNeil
and baby, South Fulton; Mrs.
Nella Bell Lucy, Mrs. Aubrey
Glaagow, Mrs. Alton Barnes and
baby, Classic. Mae Davis and
baby, and Mary Smith, all of Fulton.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Everett Shanklin, Dresden;
Mrs. Zell Singleton, Water Valley;
Ruby Giffin, Union City; Mrs. C.
L. Newton, Mrs. William Kelly,
W. L. Cottrell, Mrs. W. C. Damon
and baby, Mrs. Jimmy Lowery
and baby, all of Fulton.

Your Choice Of Nationally Famous

Helbros
Watches
FOR ONLY

15"

Plas Tea
sal alga is 131.5
register tapas
OUR 1,ALUARLE

NaUeleally
&dr ertleed
Jewelled
Ma masa
Cabral.ka
Main galas

cash register tapes

HELBROS
WATCH!

Also Beautiful
SWISS WATCHES
$795 Plus
Tax
and 1555 In eanb
tegIst•r tapes

ikeinwerfilbtati

SUPER RIGHT

MS
59c
lb.
TURKEYS

SEMIBONELESS

10 TO 12 LB. AVG.
WHOLE OR HALF
/ With No Center
Slices Removed j

k

Liquid Trend 2 57g
lb.
Dutch Cleanser
270
Sweetheart Soara°11:: 32e
Wrisley Bag Soar 6°s:trd390
Dry Trend
2 390 GOLDEN RIPE
NUMBER ONE lb.
Ammonia LB:zep
22
Purex
Beach 532k 390
LachoyBEEF
590
Oxydol
33c
Fig Newtons
3 890
35c Strawberries
Coffee
2 430
790 White Bread
1147
Blue Cheer
32( Marvel Anti-Freeze
Dash Detergent
78C Tomato Soup
Premium Duz
55( Chicken of the Sea
JIF
TUNA
Ivory Snow
PEANUT BUTTER
34c
Zest Soap::
2 41c
45`
Ivory Soap Psiez:onal 6 41c
ARMOUR'S STAR CANNED MEATS
T
360
Hi-Ho Crackers
1:490 Sausage vi:n.z...4c-L 45g
reet
1/140-Lb. 35( H
Cookies
am
570 Tamales
38(
67
Tea Bags
Colgate `)C"atanil ( 2 720
tood Stores
Colgate
89(
(6 to 12 Lb., lb. 39c)

BANANAS

C
10

Banded
121, OsBo
Quart
Bottle

Qt

Can

With
Bleach

GRAPEroKAY.10
•

1-Lb.
Cello

Nablitoo

Chase & Sanborn
Instant
16c Off

Fresh

Pints

6-OsJar

Jane Parker
Enriched

11
/
4-Lb.
Lves.

Large
21%-01.
Box
Giant

Permanent
Type

Campbell
or Heinz

S LbE2
0?

Gal.

10/
1
2-02.100
Can

Box

!Crunchy
or Creamy
Smooth

(Light
)

Bars

Chunk

9/
1
2-0z. 49C
Can

12-0z.
Jar

Bar.

Sun-

6-0:
1130

Strietman Vanilla
Creme
Sandwich
2 Pkgs.
of 16)
.1:ka.
1
LIpton's
f 48
49c

L
hittenacth eon

Chopped

16-01.
Can

12C:

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., SEPT 22

1HE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY. INC.
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Tooth Paste
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Tuba

Giant
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Tube

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MIRCIIIINT SINCE 101

Pepsodent

Spic & Span

Mr Clean

Downy

FLUORIDE TOOTH PASTE
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—
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Box iii

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

RINSE
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15-0z. Imo 28-07- L90
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133-02
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.
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Comet
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'
2 1 31°
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1

vf..•••

35c

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
TOP QUALITY
GRADE A (16 to 22 Lb.)
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